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TO RULE OVER
THE CADET CORPS

Leaders of Both Parties
Deplore Developments
Write-in Ballots Are
Suggested By Some

Over 300
Here For
Meetings

Y Officers To Be
Installed Sunday

Delegates From All Over
State To Converge On
Clemson For 3-day Meet

Installation of the YMCA Cabinet officers fo% the coming year
will be held in auditorium one at
the YMCA on Sunday, April 18,
during the evening vespers.
The newly-elected officers are
Earle Morris, arts and sciences
junior of Pickens, president;
David Banks, arts and sciences
senior of St. Mathews, vice-president; and J. A. Smith, animal
husbandry junior of Mullins, secretary.
Major Martin will give the
charge to the new Advisory Board
and Mr. Holtzendorff will give the
charge to the new cabinet. Both
will in turn accept.
There, will be a regular program before the installation which
will be very brief. After the services, the reels will be run as
usual.

VARIED PROGRAM

MISS BARBOUR

MR. CORZINE

The Baptist Student Union of the Clemson Baptist church will be
host to some 300 delegates to the state-wide Baptist Student Conference that will be held here Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Four of the main speakers of the program are Miss Frances Barbour, associate student secretary of the Southern Baptist Convention of Nashville, Tenn., Reverend Harold Cole of the Clemson Baptist Church, Mr. J. L. Crozine, director of Baptist Sunday
School work in South Carolina and Mr. John B. Lane, director of
training union work of the South Carolina Baptist Board.

Eliminations For Best
Cadets Now In Process

Eliminations in the R. O. T. C.
companies for the best-drilled
cadet in the freshman, sophomore,
and junior classes began last
Monday, April 12, the first eliminations taking place in the companies. After each company has
selected two men from each class,
i the battalion eliminations follow.
At the end of the week the Regimental staff will make a final
selection of an individual in each
class, and these three men will
compete against each other for
the, R. W. Simpson medal which
will be presented on Mother's Day.
The selection of this winner will
be, made by a board of officers
consisting of Lt. Col. Smith, Lt.
Col. Watson, and Lt. Col. Crosby.
During the following week the
best-drilled squad eliminations
will take place. The first elimination will be on the company
level, and the board of officers
who will make the selection will
consist of the Company officers,
Next the squad selected by the
com panies will move up to the,
battalion eliminations, where one
squad will be selected by the battalion officers to compete in the
regimental selections which will
take place on Bowman Field,
April 23. The minimum number
of men allowed in each squad will
be nine cadets.
The selection of the best platoon will take place during the
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week of April 26-30. First each
company will eliminate one platoon from the company. The
judges of this elimination will
be the company tactical officers,
company commanders, and company executive officers. The company tactical officers and cadet
battalion commanders will conduct the battalion eliminations on
April 28, and on April 30, the
battalion tactical officers and
Cadet Regimental Commander
will make the final elimination of
the platoons. The minimum
strength of a 'platoon will be
thirty-one cadets.
A Board of Officers consisting
of the company tactical officers
and the battalion companies will
select the best company out of
each battalion in the first step
of the company eliminations. The
winners in each battalion will
compete on May 5 for the bestdrilled company in the regiment.
This company will be selected by
a board consisting of the P. M. S.
& T., battalion tactical officers,
and the Cadet Regimental Commander. The minimum strength
of a company will be sixty-seven
cadets,
The awards on the best-drilled
individuals, squad, platoon, and
company will be made at the
Mother's Day Parade on May 10.

f

48-'49 Officers Be Nominated

Nominations for next year's
sophomore and junior class officers, and for the seven remaining members of the Senior
Council, will be made in the
College Chapel at 7:00 p. m.
Tuesday, April 20.

All students are now eligible
to vote for Senior Council members.
These elections will be held
the following week.
Students are reminded that
this applies to the present
freshman and sophomore classes.

Representatives from nineteen
South Carolina colleges will arrive at Clemson on Friday for the
State Baptist Student Union Retreat which will be held on this
campus Friday through Sunday,
April 16-18.
Playing host, the local BSU,
under the direction of Jim Span;engurg, student minister, has
made extensive preparation for
he meeting. Plans have been
made to house all men in the barracks with Clemson men. The
girls, with the exception of WinHi rop and Coker students, who
will stay in town houses, will stay
in Temporary Barracks Two. Approximately three hundred students from all over the state are
expected for the Retreat.
SPEAKERS ANNOUNCED
Five out-of-town speakers.
along with many active campus
personages, will take part in the
three-day meet.
The Baptist trouble shooter for
this year's Religious Emphasis
Week, Mr. Robert H. Ayers, will
be one of the principal speakers.
Mr. Ayers is State Studeht Secretary of South Carolina. He is a
graduate of Furman University
and Yale Divinity School and has
been in charge of student work
for South Carolina' Baptists for
four years. Mr. Ayers was previously pastor of the Ba-ptist
Church at Andrews.
Representing the Southern Baptist Department of Student Work
at the Retreat will be Miss Frances Barbour, Associate Student
Secretary, Southern Baptist Convention, Nashville, Tennessee. P
graduate of Union University
Miss Barbour was formerly student secretary at Memphis Baptist Hospital and Missouri Baptist
Hospital. She at one time worked
for the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Washington.
ALLEN LEADS WORSHIPS
The Reverend Marion C. Allen,
pastor of the Baptist Church,
Beaufort, will lead the worship
periods at the Retreat. Reverend
Mr. Allen graduated Magna Cum
Laude from Furman University in
1937, from Yale Divinity School
in 1941, and has done one year
of graduate work at Hartford
Seminary Foundation. He was
■pastor of the Bristol, Connecticut,
Baptist Church for seven years.
OTHER SPEAKERS
Mr. J. L. Corzine, director of
Baptist Sunday School work in
South Carolina, will also take
part in the meeting. Mr. Corzine graduated from Ewing College and has done graduate work
at the University of South Carolina. Author of several books,
Mr. Corzine taught at Mars Hill
College and directed rural Sunday
School work in South Carolina
before taking his present responsibility.
Another speaker on the program will be Mr. John B. Lane,
director of training union work
of the South Carolina Baptist
Board for four years. Mr. Lane
graduated from the Baptist Bible
Institute in New Orleans. He
has been educational director for
churches in Little Rock, Arkansas
and Spartanburg, South Carolina,
and came to his present position
from the Sunday School Department of North Carolina.
Campus -people who will take
part in the meeting along with the
(Continued on Page 8)

Bullets To Fly On
Doyle Place

|

MISS BYRD

MRS. POOLE

DR. POOLE

Miss Betty Byrd of Kingstree and Wlnthrop was the happiest girl at the Clemson Military Ball
last week-end because she was elected honorary cadet colonel and will reign over the annual
Mother's Day parade here this year. President and Mrs. Robert F. Poole hand out heartiest congratulations to the new colonel.

Miss Betty Byrd Is Crowned
Honorary Colonel For Year
Arl Exhibit To Be
At YMCA April 21
An art exhibit including paintings, architectural designs and
model buildings will be held in
the Y. M. C. A. club rooms on
the afternoon and evening of
April 21.
This exhibit will be sponsored
by THE' MINARET BULLETIN
and will include work of both
students and faculty of the Department of Architecture.

Poole Again Chosen
To Lead S.C. Colleges
Dr. R. F. Poole was reelected President of the South Carolina Association of Colleges at
a meeting held March 25th., in
Charleston. Dr. G. D. Grice,
Clemson '23, was elected VicePresident. Dr. Grice is Presdent of the College of Charleston. Dr. R. M. Daniel, Dean
of Furman University, was
elected Secretary.
The group from Clemson attending the meetings were Dr.
R. F. Poole, Dean F. M. Kinard,
and Mr. G. E. Metz.
Dean Kinard gave a speech
on "College and Community."

DURING MILITARY BALL

Four Clemson Men To
Travel To Chicago
For ACS. Meeting

Two South Carolina girls, Miss
Betty Byrd of Kingstree and Miss
Dale Blakely of. Laurens, were
honored at the Clemson College
Military Ball this past week-end
by being selected as beauty
queens.
Miss Byrd, a senior at Winthrop
College, will represent the entire
corps of Honorary Cadet Colonel.
She will review the ROTC unit at
a full dress parade on Mother's
Day. Succeeding Miss Betty Barton of Anderson, Miss Byrd sponsored for Cadet Captain Fred K.
Norris, Jr., of Eutawville.
Miss Blakely, a student at
Limestone College, was selected
at the same dance festivities, as
Honorary Captain of Pershihg
Rifles, military fraternity. She
sponsored for Cadet Sgt. Forest
Suggs of Anderson.

' Four men from Clemson will
go to the national meeting of
the American Chemical Society
which begins in Chicago Monday,
April 19 and ends on Friday,
April 23.
Dr. H. L. Hunter, Counselor
for the Western Carolinas Section
of the American Chemical Society on the Program Committee
for the Southeastern Area; Dr.
F. B. Schirmer, representative on
the committee of chemical education; and F. B. Hutto, Research
Assistant in the chemistry department, will attend the meeting.
On the way up the group plans
to visit the chemical laboratories
of Perdue University, and when
returning, to stop by the University of Illinois.
Hutto is to talk to members of
the Naval Research Committee
while at the meeting. He is engaged in working on the Naval
Research Contract that was recently awarded Clemson.

Miss Dale Blakely Is Made
Honorary Captain Pershing Rifles Organization '

Notice is hereby given to
all persons in the vicinity of
Clemson and Calhoun that
range firing will be conducted on the Clemson College R.
O. T. C. rifle range during
the period 14 April, 1948 to
21 April, 1948 inclusive from
7. A. M. to 7 P. M. This
range is located in the fork
of the Keowee and Twelve
Mile Rivers on the Doyle Plantation.
Danger notices will be properly posted on all roads leading into the danger area. This
danger area will not be entered by anyone but authorized
persons during the time stated
above.

Milford Honored
With Degree
Clemson's Dr. Lee Milford
last week received an honorary
degree from the Southeastern
Surgical Congress in recognition of his distinguished career
as a college physician. In that
capacity he has been responsible for the health and welfare
of more than 3,000 students
at one time.
Dr. Milford has not always
limited his services to his professional duties, however. For
a number of years he has been
faculty chairman of the Clemson College Athletic Council.

Nominations For Offices Are
Made Before Several hundred In College Chapel
3 FOR EACH OFFICE
By BOB RAYLE
Campaign plans of both newly formed student political parties were disrupted Tuesday night
when the "Student Party's" proposed candidates were shut out of
the nominations for next year's
senior class officers.
This development has been deplored by the leaders of both
parties, who say that their groups
were organized largely for the
purpose of creating a competitive
spirit and stimulating more interest in the elections. With much
of the element of competition removed, some predict that the
forthcoming balloting will be as
light as in past elections.
FAULTY PROCEDURE?
Several students have expressed the opinion that the plan put
into action by the Senior Council
for making nominations and
choosing the candidates for office
was at fault. Through mathematics and political psychology, contend these students, a majority
was enabled to choke off a group
only slightly in the minority.
Many have inquired as to the
possibility of using write-in ballots. Senior Council members say
there is nothing in their Constitution which would compel them
to ignore write-ins, but they have
not yet announced definitely that
such voing procedure will or will
not be allowed.
CANDIDATES NAMED
The three candidates for president of the senior class are
Frank I. Gillespie; electrical engineering senior of Berkley, W.
Va.; Gil A. Allen, agronomy junior of Franklin, Tenn.; and E. M.
Rollings.
For vice president Phil Prince,
arts and sciences junior of Erwin,
Tenn.; I.. L. "Rusty" Donkle, textile manufacturing junior of
Greenville; and Clyde Hejrron,
chemical engineering junior of
\nderson, were nominated.
Leonard Magruder, electrical
sngineering junior of Central Hershey, Cuba; Bob Martin, pre-med
junior of Fort Mill; and J. F. Covington, electrical engineering junior of Clio, are running for secretary-treasurer.
Vieing for the post of historian
are M. C. Rash, pre-med junior
of Lockhart; Bob Thomas, architecture junior of Clemson, and
Jerome Wilson, textile chemistry
junior of Greenville.
All the candidates will be given
a chance to speak for themselves
at 6:45 Friday, April 16, in the
College Chapel. Strawberry Leaf,
(See Page 3)

Speaker Announced
For Junior-Senior
Tentative plans have been completed for the annual JuniorSenior banquet to be held in the
mess hall the second week in May
it was announced this week.
Rosters for both Juniors and Seniors have been posted in the hall
by the guard room and all Juniors and Seniors are asked to indicate as soon as possible their
preference of a Friday night, May
8 formal, or a Saturday night,
May 9 informal. Both classes
are also urged to indicate whether
or not they will bring dates to
the banquet.
The principal speaker for the
event will be Dr. B. O. Williams,
head of the Department of So-

ciology at the University of Georgia. Dr. Wiiliams, a prominent
speaker throughout the Southern
States, is a Clemson graduate of
the class of 1917. He later received his master's degree from
the University of Virginia and his
Phd. from the University of Minnesota. Dr. Williams was at one
time a member of the faculty
of the Clemson Sociology Department.
Juuiors and Seniors who have
not signed up to attend the banquet, and who do wish to attend,
are urged to see G. G. McKay in
room 2-308 at their earliest possible convenience.

Vote For Whom You Please - But Vote On Monday
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Phi Psi Fraternity Takes In 13 Members
HICKXIN

HAMMOND

JONES

ULDRICK

FAIR

WESTMORELAND

Textile Club 11. E. E. Attends
Takes Boys
Recently
Group Of Students Come
Fr*om North And South
Carolina; Being Initiated
4 FROM GREENVILLE

HOWEIX
LeGRAND
CLINKSCALES
MeSWAIN
MARTIN
Phi Psi. national honorary textile fraternity, last week tapped thirteen new members. These men
are now going through an informal initiation and will be formally taken into the club at a later date.

Southern Symphony
Be Here On May 2 5
The Southern Symphony Orchestra, composed of sixty-five
professional musicians under the
■batou of Carl Bamberger, conducting.the orchestra'for his fifth
season will present a' concert here
in the Amphitheatre at 6:30 in
the afternoon of April 25th.
The Southern Symphony, sponsored by the Columbia Music Festival Association, is -opening its
tenth season at the Columbia
Township Auditorium the 10th.
Carl Bamberger, a distinguished
musician and conductor, comes to
Columbia in January each year,
after working the fall winter
months conducting and teaching
in New York arid Brooklyn, where
his work has Won wide acclaim.
Mr. Bamberger selects the musicians to play in the Southern
from the roster of such well
known orchestras as the Pittsburgh, the National Symphony of
Washington, D. C, the New Orleans Symphony and the San Antonio Orchestra. They come to
Columbia in the spring when the
seasons of the other orchestras
have closed and give a series of
concerts there and in other cities
of the statd during the month of
April, climaxing the season with
the Spring Festival the last weekend in April.
' T\vo South Carolinians, Alan
Taylor of Columbia, cellist, and
Dorothy Byrd Taylor, violinist,
formerly of Columbia, now of
Washington, have played in the
orchestra since its first season.
Mr. Bamberger also directs the
Columbia Choral Society, a group
df local singers; who give a concert with orchestra. .
The Orchestra has chosen as
the program fttr its concert here:
Overture from "Bartered
Bride", B. Smetana
Dream Pantomine Music from
"Hansel & Gretel", G. Humperdinck
"Let This Celestial- Concerts All
Nnite", G. Handel
College Glee Club
Excerpts from "Peer Gynt
Suite", E. Grieg
Hungarian March, H. Berlioz
Intermission
Overture from "Tanrihaus'er",
R. Wagner
"When to Thee Our Savior
Went", R. Wagner
College Glee Club
Andante Cahtabile and Scherzo Pizzicato from Symphony No.
IV. P. Tschaikowsky
"Roses of the South", J. Strauss

Clemson Men Gave
Vespers Af- U. T.
Six men from Clemson went to
the University of Tennessee this
week as members of a deputation
team that presented vesper programs at the university.
Jay Young, W. P. Roberts, J.
A. Smith, Mr. Holtzendorff,
George Mandanis, and Dave Soli ourher were the men that attended the meeting.

Slapstick Expected
Soon, Says Editor
The next issue of Slipstick,
Engineering Technical Magazine,
will be out before April 23, according to G. C. Wilburn, editor.
This will be the last issue of
Slipstick to be published by the
present staff, but the junior staff
will release a final edition before
the end of the semester.
The entire staff will hold a
meeting on April 16, at which
ime two tentative designs for a
key will be considered. It is expected that the cost of the keys
will be completely paid from the
magazine's profits.
Future plans for this semester
also include a staff election and
a banquet.

Phi Psi, national honorary textile fraternity, has recently tapped thirteen men for the organization. These men are npw going
through an informal initiation..
Students taken into the club
are James C. Fair, textile engineering senior of Greenville,
George M. Moisson, Jr., textile
chemistry junior of Greenville",
George E. U'drich, textile manufacturing junior of Donalds; Charles R. Martin, textile engineering
senior of Pendleton; William E.
McSwain, textile manufacturing
sophomore of York; Marshall M.
Clinkscales, Jr., textile manufacturing sophomore of Abheville;
and Robert M. Hicklin, textile
engineering senior of Richburg.
Also Frank P. Hammond, textile engineering senior of Greenville; William D. LeGrand, textile
manufacturing junior of Greenville; Frank K. Jones, Jr., textile
engineering junior of Newberry;
Richard N. Westmoreland, textile
chemistry sophomore of WinstonSalem, North Carolina; Clement
R. Howell, textile engineeringsenior of Greer; and Rudolf Anderson Jr., textile engineering
senior of Greenville.

Winthrop Choir Will
Be Here April 22
For Concert In Y

The Winthrop College/ Choir,
making its annual spring tour of
the state, will appear in'this area
'^^©^^©^^^©©^(aS^feT^^^few©!®®©®!!
for a number of performances
April 21-23. Miss Katherine Pfohl,
assistant professor of music at
the South Carolina college for women, is director of the 30-voice
student choir.
The schedule of performance iri
this area will be as follows:
April 21—First Presbyterian
Cliurcn',''And'er's6n7'8' p/rru
April 22—Anderson High School
assembly, 8:45 a., m.
Walhalla High School assembly
11:30 a. m.
Clemson College YMCA, 4 p. m.,
j£j College Chapel.
Seneca High School, 8:15 p. m.
April 23—Pickens High,, School
assembly, 9:45 a. m.
Members of the choir include
Lillian Adams, Seneca; I Dettie
Austin, Seneca; Martha Baker,
Conway; Eliabeth Bolt, Gray
Court; Ann Brockinton, Andrews;
Betty Bullock, Mullins; Ruth Dun| lap, Rock Hill Frances Gamble,
Kingstree; Mary Garrison, Sumter; Joyce Gasque, Mullins; Ellen
Glass, Edgemoor; Lois Hannaford,
Charleston
Also, Pat Herrick,.Spartanburg;
Jo Ann Huggins, Lake City; Peggy Johnson, Latta; Lois Kearse,
Olar; Theresa Lightsey, Fairfax;
Patsy Lominick, Pomaria; Ann
Martin, Columbia; Lemore Ohh,
Chester; Mary Frances Patton,
Rock Hill; Harriet Plowden,
Georgetown; Belvin Sease, Little
Mountain; Adrene Thomas, Fairfax; Johnnie Uulmer, North; Ann
Whitten, Spartanburg Norma Willcox, Marion; Dorothy Wilder,
Anderson; and Nelson Kennick,
Chester.

^ARROwJ)

Students
Eat at the

Twenty electrical engineering
students from Clemson College
attended the sectional conference
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers at the University
of Tennessee in Knoxville, April
8 through 10. Professor-Tingley,
A.I.E:E. faculty advisor, accompanied the group.
The convention featured several inspections trips to nearby
industrial arid government plants.
On Saturday, several of the group
visited the highly-publicized,,.Oak
Ridge plant; others went to Alcoa
Aluminum to inspect the rolling
mills, rectifier units, and electrolytic reduction mill. Still; another group went to the Fort Loudon Hydroelectric Dam, which is
an integral part of TVA.
Other activities included technical addresses, a semi-formal
banquet, and a dance for which
dates were provided.

Firi-5.-94a
Clemson College Y.M.C.A.
Project Committee '
U.S.A.

D«ar Friends,

We have just received the cheerful news that you there in
the great, kind country of the Far West have promised to be the
"Sponsor" (Godfather) of our school and so we at once will send
you our warmest greetings. Hoping that we shall soon get a nearer
information of our Sponsor we beg to introduce ourselves to you.
Our school, which is a secondary school with 8 grades - the pupils
of the highest grade have to pass the matriculation examination in

ART EXHIBIT

spring in order to go to a university - and has about 500 pupils,

On April 21, the Minarets, architectural honor fraternity, will
sponsor an art exhibit in the
large clubroom of the Y.M.C.A.,
at which a watereolor by Professor Gilmer Petroff, architecture
professor at Clemson, will be
placed on sale.
Mr. Petroff, one of the foremost
authorities in the country on watercolors, recently held a similar
exhibit at the Gibbes' Art Gallery
in Charleston.
During the afternoon and evening of the same day, the Minarets
will also sponsor a free movie, to
which everyone is invited.

is situated in the province of Satakunta in a small market town
called Vammala. The school supplies the want of education for a
large country-side, f.e. the parish of Tyrvaa, so that very many
pupils have a long way to school, which they perform daily by train)
or walking or cycling or in winter skiing. The time of war was very \
difficult fop our school as for other schools in Finnland. Sometimes
all schoolwork Was at a standstill and the pupils, even the youngest, were on their post to defend the independence of the country,
sometimes we had to work in provisional rooms, because the school-

CLASSIFIED ADS

.building was reserved for military purposes) every month some boys
of the higher grades left for the front and many of them never came

All ads must be turned -in
not later than Tuesday morning- at nine o'clock.
Ads should be put in an envelope and addressed to The
Tiger^Attention Royall E. Nor^
ton. Box 269, Clemson. No ads
will, be accepted over the telephone.
FOR RENT: June .10 to Sept
15 completely furnished , 4room house in Clemson near
college. Ideal location, automatic hot water. Address inquiries Box 1416, Clemson.

back) everybody was anxious about the fate of the native country.
By God's help we managed somehow, our people i% persevering work
of reconstruction in spite of all difficulties, and we in our school
are trying to do our best, too. The last years have been a little
easier, though material difficulties still are great. We are told
that

ing in poor circumstances, who' have to go their long way to school ini
sufficiently dressed and lacking warm clothes as a shelter against
rain, wind, snowstorms sne severe cold.
In the hope that these lines might show you how glad va are to?
get an American -Iponsor and hoping that they '11 bring us nearer to ;
you I am

HELP WANTED—Typist for Advertising and Business Qepartmenf of Tiger.
See Business
Manager.

sincerely yours

BUSINESS MACHINES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
STUDENT SUPPLIES

ftdress:

Oconee Office
Supply

Tyrvasn Yhteiskoulu
Vammala

Suomi - Finland.

Sales and Service
Phone 472 — Box 509
(Call us collect)

Last semester the. Junior Y Council sponsored as a project the raising Of money to "adopt" a damaged European school. In the campaign $502 was raised, and two schools, each of about 500 students, were given the benefits of the funds. Recently the above letter of thanks was received from
the principal of the Finnish school. Clemson students may correspond through the-Junior Y Council,
with the students in these foreign schools whom we have aided.

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys

FLORA'S BEAUTY NOOK

Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

Located in the building of Clemson Home Service
Cleaners

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY

Individual hair studying — Specializing in hair and
scalp treatment. Guaranteed permanents of all types
now on, SPECIAL $10.00 Cream waves for only $7.50.
Also facial and manicure.
Call For Your Appointment Today
PHONE 6801

WELCOME STUDENTS

Owner: Mrs. Flora Mauldin

John B. Lee

While Visiting Clemson

W. A. Whitaker and
FAVORITE"

.

120 East Benson Street
Anderson, S. C.

Phone 1063

FOR

GREENVILLE, S. C.
YOUNG AMERICA'S

More welcome presents our pui-

pils really could not get. In our school there are many pupils liv-

WANTED—Will . >pay $10.00,
- * - - each far -t-wcr 1043 -Taps. Mrs."
Julian Longley, Dalton, Ga.
I -found a gold ring on the tennis
courts. It's damn prett-y. If
you'll drag your dead un.,,by my
room (1-334), and prove $giu lost
it, I'll give you a reward...and
pay for this ad. Dick Con,e'y!

Seneca, S. C.

American "Sponsors" send our schools as gifts of kindness

especially clothes, footwear a.s.o.

26 SOUTH MAIN STREET

FOR >$&-

/9.4a.

Nx>

THE BEST IN FOOD

Glenn A. Smith

P-M

The College Cafe

STEWART - MERRIT1 CO

for

• Harc!h.....*uure ,.4*h

•

nyit -

CAFETERIA

Vammahssa,

ATTENDING B. S. U. CONVENTION

DO CLOTHES KAK: THE f'.AN ?
Scud for your frfic ( •*"■ ol
: ,\ SVhe: :'.nd
\\'c;ir of Men's ClothirYg,"
. Ruide for men
:
who like lo dress v :■
n - (A'cii Write: C< liege
Dcpt.. Cluett, IV 1 od
( ., In C, 10 East 40th
St., New York 16, N. 'i .

IYRVAAN YHTEISKOULU

Greenville, S. C.

the favorite shirt of U. S.
college and prep school
men for looks, wearability
and price.

WELCOME

THANKS'COME, BACK FROM CLOTHING DRIVE

T5V

RECORDS
PHOTOGRAPHY
GREETING CARDS
Send Hallmark Cards and You Send the Finest
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Fellowship Club
Elects Officers

PAGE 3

Highway Department Proposal Of Traffic Signals Here
■

Dr. J. E. Sams, vice dean of the
Engineering Department, was
elected president of the Fellowship Club at a meeting held on
Tuesday, April 6.
At the same meeting Dr. Howard Hunter, dean of the School of
Chemistry, Was elected vice president, and Mr. Tom Milford, proprietor of the Clemson Print Shop,
was chosen secretary and treasurer.
Following the election Dr. Menius, associate professor of the
Physics Department, presented a
lecture and demonstration on the
electron microscope. He was assisted by Mr. Turner, also of the
Physics Department.

TRASF/C S/GA/ALS

P#OPCS£C

Highway Department
Proposes Safety f,
Clemson

fO* U.S. ROVTf *23

CL£MSOM,S.C
One tray /r*o-sec~//an 3/fna/ >v///r
'Mr//'ontf'-ttJaft'/Hosts, rar/icv/
brock*/- nrm mowfiny.
T/hret - H4?y 3'/pries/ 300h - h^/re mo//n//n^
Three j~ec//on s/fna/j on <**v« s/t/es
end fear - sec//on s/yno/ tv//n preen
arrow o/ 6c//om or? o/her S/de- Sto-fro-fs
focrno wes/ on £/. /£3 ana/ on fit. /£S
fo be Kav/ppec/ W//n /efZ-nono' one/
r/pnr1 nan& noon's <5"foot? res/>ecf/re/y.

Xni'/tf// &f/tc/or,2ed Traffic
s/o-na/ oneoe/ J/^V?.

CLEMSON THEATRE
Open 2 P. M. Daily

FRIDAY, APRIL 16

April Showers
Jack Carson

SATURDAY, APRIL 17

Man From Texas
r>%y~0n**Jl>'*/tf,?

James Craig, Lynn Barie

£>o/«

The South Carolina State Highway Commission has drawn up plans for a traffic
signal zone at Clemson. The Tiger, Fellowship Club and Sage Club are three
organizations who have at one time or another worked on getting some sort of
signals for the downtown district. The Sage Club got results that are shown
above. A stop light will be placed at the intersection of the Greenville-Seneca
and the Calhoun highway and also at the postoffice. Walk and Wait signals will

APRIL 19-20

T-Men

also be placed at the postoffice for the use of pedestrians. A reflector of the
warnings of the traffic signals will be placed up the highway toward the library,
and a blinker light will be erected around the curve toward Seneca to warn oncoming motorists that there are traffic signals around the blind Curve. These
signals will be erected as soon as materials become available.

Dennis O'Keafe

Tau Kappa Alpha Chapter For Campus Is Approved
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21

Half Past Midnight

Senior Nominations- Forensic Fraternity Now
(Continued from Page 1)

Kent Taylor

THURSDAY, APRIL 22

Alias A Gentleman
Wallace Beery

an honorary forensic organization
is sponsoring "stump speeches"
at that lime.
VOTING MONDAY
Final elections will be held on
Monday, April 19. The ballot box
will be in front of the post office,
and eligible voters may make
their choices at any time between
8:00 a. m. and 7:00 p. m. All

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

A. W. COX
Easley, South Carolina
Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and
Capital City Potato Chips

Gene Anderson's
features

BOTANY and McGREGOR
SPORTSWEAR
FORMAL WEAR

ts Forty Years of Age
Is Fourth National Honor Clemson chapter. He is president
Fraternity On Campus;
of the Calhoun Florensic Society,
president of Alpha Psi Omega,
Landrith Is President
8 CHARTER MEMBERS
The Clemson chapter of Tau
Kappa Alpha, National Honor
Fraternity in Forensics, has been
approved by national headquarters and will be installed at Clemson in the near future.
The Kappa Alpha was founded
in 1908, and now has 104 chapters
with 6,500 members, it is the
fourth fraternity on the Clemson
campus to hold membership in
the Association of College Honor
Societies, Phi Kappa Phi, Tau
feeta Pi and Phi Eta Sigma being
the dther three.
The purpose in bringing this
chapter to Clemson is to encourage and reward outstanding
achievement made by honor students in forensics. Students who
have a grade point ration of six
or better and who have participated creditably for two years
in the forensic program may be
admitted.
LANDRITH PRESIDENT
Clemson's forensic leader, Harold F. Landrith, arts and science
senior of Seneca, was elected to
serve as the first president of the
students now classified as juniors,
and seniors who will be here next

Anderson, S. C.

president of the Clemson Forensic '
council, member of Blue Key, j
Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma .Tau Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma, secretarytreasurer of Strawberry Leaf, executive board of the Little Theater and listed in Who's Who
Among Students in American
Colleges and Universities.
Leo Kirven, Jr., pre-medical
senioi" of Pinewood was elected
as vice-president. He is a member of the Clemson Forensic council, a' member of Sigma Tau Epsilortv a member of Phi Eta Sigma, "tourney chairman of Calhoun Forensic society, vice-president of Alpha Sigma Phi, a
member of the Little Theater,
member of "Y" council, a member of Strawberry Leaf, "Y" cabinet, vice-president of Alpha Psi
Omega, and Tiger Brotherhood.
JACQUES NAMED
To fill the office of secretary,
the fraternity elected James R.
Jacques, industrial physics senior
of Ware Shoals. Jacques is a
member of Phi Kappa Phi, member of Calhoun Forensic Society,
a member of Strawberry Leaf,
president of W. E. Godfrey physics club and a member of Sigma
Tau Epsilon.
The office of treasurer will be
taken over by Sam E. McGregor,
dairy senior of Lykesland. McGregor is serving as secretary of

SPORTING GOODS

... TRAVEL

HOUSEWARE

the Dairy club, a member of Alpha Zeta, member of C alhoun
Forensic society, vice-president
Presbyterian student association,
Editor of the Agrarian and StrawSam Brown, mechanical enberry Leaf.
gineering senior of Charleston,
OTHERS LISTED
has been singled out by the ClemOther charter members include
son branch of ASME as the gradRobert W. Berry, physics-chemisuating senior who has contributed
try junidr of Atlanta, Georgia,
the most towards the betterment
who is a member of Calhoun Foof that organization and profesrensic society, member "Y" coun- sion here at Clemson.
cil, Strawberry Leaf, member Phi
He will be given a Certificate
Eta Sigma, secretary of W. E. of Merit by the National Society
Godfrey physics club and Sigma of the American Society of Metnanical
Engineers.
Tau Epsilon; J. T. Black, VAE'
This award, says an ASME
senior of Leesville who is a mem- spokesman, is in recognition of
ber Of CalhOun Forensic society, Brown's outstanding effort and
member Phi Eta Sigma, vice- accomplishments in behalf of the
president Alpha Tau Alpha and student branch during the past
a member of Phi Kappa Phi; year.
Before the war ASME made a
Harry E. Ulmer, chemistry sopho- similar award each year. This is
more of Hartsville who is a mem- the first time since the war that
ber of Phi Eta Sigma, historian the honor has been conferred on
Calhoun Forensic society, member any student.
ASME is one of the largest
W. E. Gofrey physics club, and
fraternities on the Clemson cama member Strawberry Leaf; and pus, having about 135 members.
James N. Yoiing, agriculture economics senior of Florence who
is president of "Y", a member of
Blue Key, a member of Tiger
Brotherhood, Departmental editor
Of The Agrarian, a member of
Officials of the Textile DepartCalhoun Forensic society and a
member of Who's Who Among ment have announced a recent
Students in American Colleges addition to the leaching staff.
and Universities. One faculty This new man is Mr. R. C. Lamember was taken into the socie- them, assistant professor of yarn
ty. He is Dr. Marvin A. Owings, manufacture, who is a native of
who received his A.B. from Wof- Birmingham, Alabama.
Mr. Lathem is a graduate of
ford College in 1931, his M.A. in
1932 and his Ph. D in 1941 from Auburn in the class of '41 and
Vanderbilt University. He is as- was formerly overseer of spinning
sociate professor of English at at Riverside and Dan River Mills
at Danville, Virginia.
Clemson.

Brown Is Given
A. S. M, E. Honor

Textile School .
Adds New Teacher

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

&i

Anderson, S. C.

...BUS % tk:>CAROLINA STAGES *
Operated by old Clemson man
HAMISH TURNER
Schedules Leaving Clemson For: ^jj 3a
1. Anderson
AM 7:40, 11:04
PM 1:25, 3:55, 7:15
2. Greenville & Spartanburg
AM 6:38
PM 12:40, 5:10
3. Greenwood and Columbia
AM 7:40, 11:04
PM 1:25, 3:55, 7:15

4. Newberry
AM 3:55
5. Anderson, Florence, Clin^ton, Whitmire, Carlisle,
Chester, Rock Hill, Ft.
Mill, Charlotte.
AM 11:04
PM 3:55

We now operate through buses Charlotte to Tampa, connections with this service can be made at Whitmire, S. C.

For additional information, fares and schedules, con.
tact local agent.
CHARTER TRIPS: Contact home office, Spartanburg, S. C,
or branch office, Anderson, S. C.
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FINLEY'S ESSO STATION

A. S. M. E. Attends
Regional Meet

j
|

|
Thirty-one Clemson student '
delegates attended the regional
convention of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
held at the Hotel de Soto in Savannah, Georgia, April 5 and 6.
Clyde C. Thompson, mechanical engineering senior of Clemson College, addressed the first
technical session on "Heat
Pumps."
Dr. S. B. Earle, dean of the
School Of Engineering at Clemson, was elected as the fourth
region representative to the National Nominating Committee for
1949.
The convention, the best attended in the history of the region, was further highlighted by
an address by Mr. F. A. Faville,
Chicago engineer, on "The A. S.
M. E. Engineer's Civic Responsibilities Program," an informal
banquet and dance at the de Soto,
and an inspection trip to the
Union Bag and Paper Corporation plant.
Professors attending included
S. B. Earle, J. H. Sams, B. E. Fernow, and F. C. Mills.

Fanl's Camera Shop
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.

Many-;, editorials and letters
have been written heretofore
nbout the crowded congestion
that is downtown. Monday afternoon. Dr. M. A. Owings received a letter from C. R. McMillan, Chief .Highway Commissioner, and a:a enclosed drawing of
propaSed erection of traffic signals here at Clemson, which has
been engraved in the accompanying picture.
Printed below is the letter that
Dr. Owings received from Commissioner McMillian on the proposed system:
Mr! M. A. Owings,
Chairman Projects Committee
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, S. C.
Dear Sir:
Following up my letter to you
of March 6, I. am pleased to advise you that we have worked out
a system of traffic control by
signals for the intersection of
Routes 123 and 133 at Clemson,
including provisions for walkwait signals opposite the Post Office. Plan of signal control system is enclosed herewith for
your information. We expect to
get the signals installed as soon
as we can get delivery of the
equipment.
Yours very truly,
(Signed)
C. R. McMillian,
Chief Highway Commissioner.
After receiving the letter and
the drawings, Dr. Owings made
the following, statement:
"The recognition by Highway
Commissioner McMillan of traffic hazards in Clemson is the outgrowth of efforts on the if»rt of
The Tiger, the Fellowship "Club,
the Sage Club and Dr. Poole.
Previous . appeals having been
denied, . the Sage Club felt the
situation to be so serious that it
wanted itself placed on record
as having called attention to the
hazard. When the facts were
presented to Chief Commissioner
McMillan, he promptly promised
an investigation and a report.
The accompanying letter shows a
fine spirit of cooperation, and
the plan for a practical solution
to Clemson's most serious traffic
problem.''

Hot Dogs — Hamburgers
Open Until 1:00 A. M.

TIGER'S DEN
Opposite Post Office

JUST ARRIVED . . .
New Spring
Shipment
SPORT SHIRTS
SLACKS

£,

JACKETS
Your Patronage is SolRited
and Appreciated

-AMOKS'
MEW
SHOfr
SENECA. S.C.

ROGER'S HARDWARE
When in Anderson visit our store for quality items of
hardware reasonably priced.
Also a complete line of Paints
Alumni of Class '27

First on right coming in

Pendleton
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

| SAVE TIME
P?

FILL UP MEREg
if
On Way Home

MAYFAIR GRILL

When You're in Greenville

TALK 'O TOWN

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes

STOP AND SHOP AT

alfred h. new
JAYSON SHIRTS AND SPORTSWEAR

Ken Kennick

J

Mom Huwiler

<0ZZ^

Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

BODIFORO'S CLEANERS

FURNISHINGS FOR MEN

7 West Washington Street

to our location 11-2 miles from Clemson on the
Greenville Highway

Open 11 a. m. to midnight and after f
each dance
;\

ANDERSON, S. C.
-

WE'RE BACK

108 N. MAIN ST.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Clemson, S. C.
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See That This Does Not Happen Here Talk Of the TOWit
By Charlie Still
HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON A & If
Member of
Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school year
by the Students of Clenison College
THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim "The
South's Most Interesting College Newspaper", is based on circulation,
comment, and general attitude of those who read it.
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ELECTION STIRS UP INTEREST
Last Tuesday night, nominations were made for rising
senior class officers. The nominations were carried out in
an orderly manner and each of the respective parties had its
chance to nominate its choice.
This is the first itme in many years that interest to
any degree, has been created in any election at Clemson. The
Tiger heartily commends both parties who have gone about
the selections and noniinatioii.s ii. an American way. However, this paper is not taking sides in the issue and supporting one group of nominees and running down the other.
Next 'Monday when election day rolls around, we hope
that all eligible men will get out and vote. VOTE FOR
WHOM YOU PLEASE, BUT VOTE MONDAY.

TIGER WANTS TO PRINT ALL THE NEWS
The Tiger has come into some criticism of late about
not printing the news of some clubs while other clubs on the
campus were alloted several inches of space. The Tiger is
interested in printing all the news of all clubs and meetings
that take place on the campus.
However, due to the smallness of the staff, it has been
impossible to contact all of the clubs on the campus at their
regularly-scheduled meetings. Unless- the club has an appointed publicity director, or unless some member takes it
on his own to come by The Tiger office to give the facts, no
story is forthcoming. We are endeavoring to print all the
news that comes to the office on all campus activities.
Therefore, if your club has not been getting proper
recognition in fh.e paper, we ask that you appoint a publicity
man to transfer all available news concerning your club to
'the office in the basement of the Main Building so that all
clubs might get proper news space in The Tiger.

BLOUSES COMING BACK

Dr. Poole Says
Last week I heard Audley
Ward, a graduate of the class of
1914, deliver one of the most
impressive addresses I have ever
heard. While at Clemson Mr.
Ward was a leader in the Y. M.
C. A., a member of a Literary
Society, and an athlete. Clemson can well be proud of this
graduate because he is proving
a benefactor to the State of
South Carolina and is a man
worthy of emulation.
On the occasion mentioned
above, Mr. Ward spoke to a
group of bankers, business men,
and farmers who met on an Anderson County farm which not
so many years ago was badly
eroded and unfit for cultivation.
Now, through scientific prac-

tices, the land has been brought
into a creditable state of production. This farm is an educational demonstration and the
men who see it will return to
their homes to practice the same
methods. Here again the worth
of Clemson College was demonstrated through the work of soil
conservationists, county, agents,
and vocational agricultural
teachers—all working together
in great spirit of team work.
Friday evening I had the pleasure of attending the Military
Ball and witnessed the impressive ceremony followed in selecting the Honorary Cadet Colonel and the ' Captain ; > of the
Pershing Rifles. This was an
occasion worthy of commendation. I went home from the

Clemson has been on a wartime basis since the latter
part of 1913. Many changes have come about since then
and some of them have been changed or are now in the
process of being changed.
One of the changes noted at the beginning of the September term of 1943 was the uniform. The cadets no
longer wore the blue-gray trousers and the gray shirt. Olive
drab was on the campus throughout. Last year, the old
uniform came' back into being, with the exception of the
shirt. All boys were required to furnish their own white
shirts.
Difficulty in securing an entire uniform, especially the
blouse, for each ROTC student came into the picture. Consequently, cadets began wearing shirts as the outside garment
to church, dances and the like. People on the campus understood the situation, but not the casual campus visitor.
As the semesters roll along, Clemson will get more and
more back into her pre-war style. Among these will be the
use of the blouse on all formal occasions. A cadet out of
uniform stands out like a sore thumb, especially to a visitor.
It is through no fault of the cadet that they do not have the
blouse. This is included in the college tuition, and the institution was unable to secure enough uniforms for the enLarry ;and Melle White visited
tire cadet corps.
their parents in Easley over the
It is hoped that in the next couple semesters, each stu- past weekend.
dent taking ROTC will be able to secure a complete uniform.

The Clemson Garden Club
held its April meeting in the
Browsing Room on Monday afternoon. In the absence of the
president, the first vice-president, Mrs. R. A. McGinty, presided. The members of the Fort
Hill Garden Club were guests
of the Clemson Club. Mr. F.
W. Rasor, Greenville Florist,
gave a talk on flowers and gardening. Following the lecture
the hostesses, Mrs. Bradley, Mrs.
Feeley, Mrs. Newman, and Mrs.
H. M. Brown, served punch and
cookies.
Mrs. G. H. Aull accompanied
Dr. Aull to Columbia last week
and spent a short time visiting
relatives.
Scouts Harry Wilkinson, Howard Jackson, and Billy Monroe
went to Charleston for the weekend. They attended a national
meeting of the Ord>er of the Arrow, scout camper honor group.
Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Collings,
Jr., and two small daughters, of
Sheffield, Ala., visited his parents, Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Collings
last weekend. They were re-
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"The Deals" And You
Qualifications of a good class officer
should be familiar to all students, since most
of us have been exposed to elections before,
either in college or in high school. It will
take perseverance, as well as plenty of hard
work, if the projects are to be accomplished.
So whether you want "the best deal with
the New Deal" or the "Good Deal with
Strong Student Government", be there to

Free Ads—By "The Tiger"
In order to create more interest in the
classified advertising section, the Business
Office has announced that all classified ad
material will be run free of charge beginning next week. This offer is to be in effect for a period of approximately sixty
days, and all interested persons are requested to address inquiries to the Business Manager of "The Tiger".

Welcome, Baptist Students!
From all corners of South Carolina nearly three hundred Baptist students will invade the campus this week-end for their annual Spring Retreat. Clemson is to be host
college to this group for the first time in
many years, and all the Baptists are heartily
welcomed to our campus. Outstanding
leaders, speakers, and theologians of the
Baptist denomination are to be on hand to
lead the delegates in some serious thinking
on planing student work for next year.
Evidence of cooperation in making the
Retreat a success have been shown by all
the Clemson students, regardless of their
own religious inclinations. The veteran,
students of Barracks T-2 have given over
their "lairs" to the one hundred eighty
"special guests" from the girls' colleges of
the state. Furthermore, quite a few of the
rooms in the other barracks will be supplemented with men from Carolina, Citadel,
Furman, Wofford, and other South Carolina
institutions. This week-end may prove an
excellent opportunity to create better understanding and therefore better relations with
other schools. Clemson has been given a
chance to display its merits before a wide
representation of collegiate visitors. Let's
make the most of the situation by showing
them our best "Country Gentleman" hospitality.

his Time It Matters

turning to Alabama after'-'a trip
to Baltimore and Boston.
People passing by the Clemson
Hospital from five to six o'clock
Tuesday afternoon were astonished to see students walking
limply out of the building. The
natural conclusion from the paleness of the boys' faces and their
blood-stained shirts, that there
had been a great shooting. Actually, this is exactly what had
happened, for members of the
advanced R.O.T.C. who are to
go to the summer camp had just
been shot by the hospital staff
with tvphoid and tetanus serums.
Though no deaths have been reported many of the boys look as
though they were mortally
wounded, and some of them
seem to wish they had been.
Another line attracting attention in Clemson was the long
movie queue which at 5:30 gave
promise of wrapping itself
around the downtown business
section. Evidently the "gala opening" of the new Clemson Theater was a complete success.
Scudda Ho! Scudda. Hay!

$wtfa$6 s^toccttd t&e 'PtefafU
By CHARLOTTE H. HAT

Ann Wood of Unit 217 entertained in honor of husband Bill's
birthday on Saturday evening.
Guests included Dennis and Odell
Mrs. C. W. Riser, Sr., of Co- Owings of Clemson and Mr. and
lumbia, was a recent guest of her Mrs. Preston Milam of Pendleton.
son and daughter-in-law, Clint
Leon and Chet Gabrels of Unit
and Anne Riser of Unit 233.
211 had as their guests over the
Bob and Mildred Folk of Unit weekend, Toddy and Harvey At333, spent the weekend with Bob's water of Spartanburg.
mother, Mrs. R. H. Folk, of BelGene and Miriam Wallace of
ton.
Unit 220 visited their parents in
Greenville last weekend.
Mary Land and small son of
Unit 219, have returned to ClemDan and Myra Stroud of Unit
son after a brief visit with her 337 were the weekend guests of
mother in Columbia.
Myra's brother and sister-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hopkins, in
It was family reunion time for Pendleton.
Dennis and Odell Owings of Unit
Recent guests of Harold and
207 on Sunday. Odell's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ayers of Green- Dot Humphreys of Unit 206 were
wood, were the.. first to arrive, Dot's brother-in-law and sister,
then came her brother and sister- Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Price, of Goldsin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cal- boro, N. C, and her brother, Carl
vert of Ninety-Six, and her broth- Jinnette. Mrs. H. C. Jinnette,
er-in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Dot's mother, accompanied them
to Goldsboro for a brief visit.
James Williams of Anderson.

vote when the ballots are passed around
next Monday. Your vote may mean a
"great deal" in molding the student government for 1948-49.

dance realizing that chivalry is
still practiced at Clemson.
On Saturday afternoon, along
with a very large number of cadets, their dates, and a scattering of faculty members, I witnessed what I hope is the forerunner of a renewed interest in
track events. Clemson won the
meet but I went away from the
field thinking about the track
team we would have if every
one of the 3200 students would
develop his athletic ability. The
Block C does not equal a Clemson diploma but along with a diploma and a Clemson ring it
LEONARD M. MAGRUDER
would be something which any
Gentlemen, 1 June a demand to make and ... in the coming peace., .Gone is the. excuse
Clemson ^gracUiate^aajvould. be
proud to possess and cjaerish support. To begin with, the New Deal, on
for laxily of wartime conditions, disrupted
through the years.
whose
ticket
Lam
determinedly
running
as
are the traditions of the past, but in their
R. F. Poole, President

Campus Chatter
Stars fell on Clemson, or if
they didn't fall, they visited
Clemson. Several state officers
of the Order of Eastern Star
came to Clemson to institute the
newly organized chapter at a
meeting Wednesday night. There
were sixty-five charter members
in the new chapter and already
a waiting list of between ten and
fifteen. The new officers are
Miss Cornelia Graham, Worthy
Matron; Miss Margaret Johnson,
Associate Matron; Mr. Sheriff,
Worthy Patron; and Major Marti". Associate Patron. Members
of chapters in surrounding towns
were guests at the meeting.
Col. and Mrs. George W.
Weego and children hav« been
visiting Mrs. J. M. Alexander.
Col. Weego and family have just
returned from an assignment in
Okinawa. The family will stay
at Clemson until the end of the
school term, but Col. Weego will
go to his new assignment at
Camp Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. Harris
have as their guest his sister,
Mrs. Jervey, of Tryon, N. C.

For Juniors And Seniors Only
Springtime is election time at Clemson,
and interest in the Senior Class campaigns
has run hot and heavy all this week. Nominations, platforms, and campaign posters
have been occupying the pedestal of attention in every circle of the two upper classes.
The Student Party and the "New Deal"
Party seem 'to be the two leading political
organizations; both are actively engaged in
working toward electing the "slates" of
condidates they have chosen as the "best
men" for each office.
Careful consideration should be given
each candidate, along with the platform of.
the party he represents. Few classes of recent years have been faced with, the opportunities and problems that the Class of '49
must undertake to work out to best advantage. Some of the most important and
difficult projects attempted in several years
are now being mapped out by the Classes
of '48 and '49. For the erstwhile Senior
Class time has just about run out, so that
the choice of officers made next Monday
can well determine the future course of
present plans.
A project involving the construction of a
new Guest Room underneath Room 19 of
Tillman Hall is now being considered, in ad-,
dition to plans providing for an "all-participating" student government which is still
in the theoretical stage. Changes in the
regulations and discipline maintained by
the Senior Council may possibly be involved as well.

Mary Beth Pettigrew of Unit
321 has returned to Clemson following a visit to her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn in Anderson. Jim
returned Tuesday from a trip with
the Dairy department seniors.
Sara Hendricks of Unit 203 and
Nancy Rabe of Unit 12 entertained
with a bridge luncheon Saturday
at Nancy's home. Out-of-town
guests included Sara's sister, Mrs.
H. J. Stephens, and Miss Jeannie
Campbelll. High score was won
by Mrs. F. H. H. Calhoun, second
high by Mrs. Don Curtis* Mrs.
James Harley was presented with
the low score prize.

Secretary-Treasurer, was founded in the
spirit of, and for, bigger student participation and maximum student representation.
UNLESS write-in ballots are adopted
quickly in an attempt to rectify the onesided condition that resulted of the Senior
Constitution's hybrid means of nominating,
our whole purpose will be defeated. The
definition of a write-in ballot is one on
which it is legally permissible to include
the name or names of one you desire to
vote for, regardless of the nominations.
This would then, make possible election
of Senior Class officers who would TRULY
represent the majority of the class, in spite
of the possibility of a terrible misrepresentation that resulted of the long established
Senior Constitution. Should you be in favor of this, and I of the New Deal sincerely
hope that you will, you should make it
known to the Senior Council by signing petitions and speaking to the Council members personally. If ail concerned will support
this it can make write-in ballots possible
in time for the coming election.
How such a flexible system was ever allowed to exist as long as it has will ever be
a mystery to me. The fault therein should
be obvious to everyone, for, had the opposition had more support at the nominations
the results would have been reversed. We
must get off on a good and majority foot
if we are ever to gain for, and make of,
Clemson what we all know, deep in our
hearts, it should be.
Work has been well begun on a new and
better Clemson; no one faction can take the
risk of sacrificing all that has gone before.
Clemson should be running parallel to the
spirit of the New World, eager, trusting,
ambitious to lake its place and do its part

p'.ace remains a foundation begging us to
build upon i[ a new and better Clemson, in
keeping witli the times as nations the world
over are building anew on the ruins of the
past. Back are the uniform, organizations,
and ritual of old, bringing with them part of
the. recognized spirit of Clemson, but we
shall never progress as long as we keep our
sights on what was, and depend on appearances and ritual alone. We must recognize
the limes and realize that here is the opportunity as was never before to set up as
our goal a New C.'einson.
This, then, is our job, yours and mine. It
can be done and must be done if we are to
leave Clemson with sadness in our hearts
and are to look back at our days here with
longing, as should be.
We want something that will hold memories, of friendships made and kept, of sincere comradship with student and professor.
Memories of the singing of the songs that
we loved so well, the hard fought battles in
the classroom, and in the field, the pride
we took in having our lady friends over to
our dances. Memories without bitterness,
without remorse, without longing for what
might have been, but the satisfaction of
knowing that we did our best and that it
was good. Memories in short that we will
be proud of, and will make us more sure
than ever that Clemson was always for us,
and we for it.
Let us then all join in on one big movement for Clemson, forget ourselves, our
petty desires and ambitions and be, in the
end, responsible for a Clemson and a spirit
of. Clemson that will be passed on to the
coming generations for them to foster and
under whom it will grow, ever changing to
meet the times, hut well built on strong
foundations, as our New Clemson will be.

By BILL BERRY

He: "Drinking makes you beauThey say if you don't drink, questions will be asked.
tiful."
smoke or run around, you'll live
Tech Yellow Jacket
Congratulations to Champ and
She: "But I don't drink."
,
vr
im-fi-j ii
longer.
Brooksie Jones of Unit 212 and
It's a lie. It only seems longer.
^^ "Is y°ur mother en"
Voo Doo
T. L. and Marguerite Senn of
ga
Covered Wagon
guJe Boy. ,lT ^ ghe fa mar.
Unit 269 on their very attractive
gardens.
"You're the first girl I. ever
ried."
kissed," said the college boy as he Notice: Notice
Tech Yellow Jacket
Welcome to Arthur and Ger- skillfully shifted the gears with
If the person who stole the jar
trude Abrams who have moved his feet.
of alcohol out of the cellar will
People who live in glass houses
Purple Parrot return Grandma's appendix, no shouldn't ....
into Unit 55, Sloan Place.

V
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NAME THIS CARTOON

POETS' CORNER
PLATTER

by

J. w. Bradfield,

Jr.

CHATTER

WHOSE HEART FOR FREEDOM SIGHS
Recalling how a veil of smoke hangs low
As twilight falls on meadow, hill, and stream
And softly blends into the fading glow
Of daytime's smile, I sit awhile and dream
Of pleasures lost where all is smoke and stone
And earthly egoists despoil the skies
With uCTlv shane" of wood and steel, and one
Can find no ease whose heart for freedom sighs,
Aye, one whose heart for freedom sighs as mine
Is sighing now, rememb'ring how the breeze
Once played among the sweet-perfum'd vine
That clustered 'round a cottage 'midst the trees.
Sweet mem'ries. more of choice than happenchance,
Uplift my gloomy heart and make it dance.
. . . Bradfield

By Dave Spiner

KING COLE COLLECTORS
Nat seems always to be lamenting a loss; this time it isn't love,
it's April. Lost April, enhanced by
Frank de Vol's orchestra, has a
nostalgic and haunting melody,
very soothing; in other words the
direct opposite of Stan Kenton
psuedo-Spike Jones. On the reverse is an even more weir.
tune, Nature Boy. I couldn't get
EARTHBOUND ANGEL
the point of it at first, but there
About your face a wondrous halo glows,
is some hidden quality which
A radiance as lightly worn by you
might make Nature Boy a song
As morning's first bright smile upon a rose
that can be played six months
Who bathes her blushing petals in the dew.
later without being dated. The
And birds on wings of azure borne their grace
Have loaned, and moonbeams softness, to your walk; more you hear it, the more you'll
A tinkling music, rare as golden lace.
like it. The dulcet and intimate
Lends sound an odd enchanment when you talk.
tones that isolate Nat Cole from
Your lips are full and sweet with joy sublime,
his imitators will never be duSo wholly yours, but dream-kissed, also mine;
plicated. . The one flaw in this
And "link-blushed skin and gold-brushed hair all rhyme
record
is that Nat has capitalizea
In poesy spring from Master hands divine.
on his soothing voice to the point
Yes, surelv all of you came from the skies,
where the lyrics are occasionall
Except the Devil lurking in your eyes!
Bradfield inaudible.
SOLILOQY IN A BAR-ROOM:
See the frosted fish leap up
Ont of an icy sea,
See them glazen-eyed and stark
To sip eternity.
See them twist and turn in air
Straining lor their goals,
See the frosted fish leap up
To warm their pallid souls!

SEX DEPARTMENT
Everytime I look around I see
Peggy Lee seducing me with
her eyes. In the
record shop last
Saturday I glanced up and there
she was again,
Too late to change their scales of frost
draped over the
In desperation they
cover of her
Try to turn where innocence
' lew album RenHeld them in naive sway.
lezvous, clad in
Alas, along the primrose path
a loosely-moored
Sin's netted 4hese poor fish
PEGGY LEE negligee. Peggy's
And by the Chef Di'able's hand
husband, Dave,
They're served on Hades' dish.
supplements her
I sit and sip another beer,
singing .with seemingly effortless
The fish are in my mug, my dear—•
guitar playing.
j. D. McMahan & J. Shuler
$OME SINGER
Nellie Lutcher will receive $2 500 for one week at the Detroit
Paradise Theater starting April
23rd. On the 30th she will hurry,
on down to sing at the Kavakos
By WAYNE BALLENTINE
Club in Washington, D. C. After
that comes L. A.
GOD GIVE US MEN
SHOOTING STARR
God give us men. The time demands
Kay Starr has been getting a
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and willing hands;
tremendous buildup lately. UnMen whom the lust of office does not kill;
doubtedly she deserved recognition
Men whom the-spoils of office cannot buy;
Men who possess opinions and a will;
at last, but that doesn't call for tesMen who have honor; men who will not lie;
timonials at the drop of a hat.
Men who can stand before a demagogue
Curiosiy prompted me to delve into
And damn his treacherous flatteries without winking;
her past, and it wasn't surprising to
Tall men., sun-crowned, who live above the fog
'earn that she just signed a longIn public duty and in private thinking
term contract with Capitol
For while the rabble with their thumb-worn cree4s,
Records. Should have known!
Their large professions and their little deeds
Kay didn't get her choice of pre.'Mingle in seliish stride ;_!©•,'Freedom weeps!
Wrong rules the land, and waiting Justice sleeps!
ferred songs in the b°fore-Petril-:- * *
lo rush, as stars like Stafford, Lee,
Remember Morning Watch after breakfast Monday through Fri- and Whiting got there first.
day in Room 1-142. Next week's program is as follows:
Monday—"The Urgent Need Ror Self-Control in Speech," Charlie |

-■: @A<zfilw'<i Study :-

Meetings In 'Y'

that he wonders why "Chowder
Head" Lytle stammered and stuttered and finally changed the subject when he was asked by Major
Hall if lie had the names of the
men who cut Oscar's hair last
semester. That was a close shave,
wasn't it, B. E.?
'-'SCAR SAYS

that "Slick- Magruder slipped
j in like a slimy ee! in the sloppy
j senior nominations Tuesday night.
OSCAR SAYS
j
Nov "Gavel" Thorn! that Van Noy
| hill should consult Robert's Rules
of Order before attempting to
hold another election.
OSCAR

SAYS

is visiting wives part of the
parson's duty, Mr. Ballentine?
-OSCAB SAYS-

that Font's ex-yard engine apparently had more hopes than
qualifications last weekend.
O=^-AR ?A»S—

that Len Reynolds will learn
not to ask lady visitors at the
Tiger office to visit the dark room
with him,
OSCAR

SAYS

-OSCAR

SAYS

that he is very well 'pleased
with the new Honorary Cadet
Colonel. He (oscar) thinks she
is fine.
that the Baptists are planning
a big convention and he (oscar)
is glad, because it will give those
from other schools a chance to see
what a fine place we have here.
OSCAR SAYS

that some of the boys really
got the shaft last weekend. One
never knows, does one?
-OSCAR

SAYS

that Mouse Lancaster found
sump'n' in Georgia. That's pretty
good after forcing an invitation.
OSCAR SAYS

say, Brice, ole boy, what's the
Taps staff done this year? < I
suppose your assinine answer
would be "Nothing."

iCH
Dear Tom,
As we got to the polls to vote
in the coming Senior Class election, will we as members of the
senior class vote as our conscience tells us to, or will we' go
to the polls and vote on what we
have heard about someone,
whether the discussion was positive or negative?
I believe that a person, as a
member of the senior class, should
listen to as many different opinions as possible, but at the same
time, he should make up his own
mind as to who will be the better man for that particular position.
Yes, we have many "good"
boys on the campus, but this
should not be the deciding factor.
Without a doubt, every man that
is elected will be a "ffood" boy.
For manv, if is impossible to know
the candidate personally. Therefore, we have three alternatives:
1. Hear each candidate speak.
2. Talk to people on both sides.
3. Look at each man's past record.
When these three things are
considered, then a man will be in
a position to cast an intelligent
vote.
Certainly the campaigns that
are going on will be of tremendous value to the Clemson student body in stirring up school
spirit and creating an interest in
the student body. This will be of
value only if it is carried on in a
manner that is becoming to a
Clemson student and a Clemson

• Tuesdav—"The Mischief the Tongue Can Do,"—"Doc" Roberts.
Wednesday—"True Wisdom Shows Itself In Noble Living," Henry FRIDAY, April 16
Black.
_ iT_
T.
6:45—Sophomore 'Y' Council—
Thursday—"The Real Cause of Strife and War,"—Jim Cothran.
Club Room No. 2
Friday—"Choosing Between God and the World,"—John Cotbran.
6:45—Junior 'Y' Council—Cabinet Room
SATURDAY, April 17
NEW SHOES
Dance sponsored by T. T.
"Tillie" Haywood, Y Club Room
SOLID WHITE THEY ARE RIGHT
SUNDAY, April 18
2:20 & 6:20—Vespers in Aud I
—Installation of Officers for
1948-49. Mr. Albert L. Meiburg
will speak
MONDAY, April 19
6:45—YMCA Cabinet meeting—
THE STUDENT PICTURE SHOW ON THE CAMPUS
Cabinet Room «
Twenty-fice (25c) cents should be sufficient admission for
7:30—Sage Club, Club Room
students to pictures at Clemson. It may be necessary to charge
No. 2
more if the film companies give ^reference to the picture.sliow
TUESDAY,
April 20
where 30c or more is charged. If the students at Clemson will
7:30—Soartanburg County Club
urge all three pictures to charge not more than 25c, it is like—Club Room No. 1
ly their wishes will be heeded.
Tuesday nights are reserved
In the past, practically all pictures including the hundred
best pictures that are produced every year plus the mediocre
County and other student club
and poor pictures have been shown at Clemson for 25c or less.
meetings.
Seneca and Clemson have been able to show pictures for 25c
6:45—Columbia — Clemson Club
for a number of years. If the admission price is raised- to 30c
Club Room No. 2
and the pictures are shown on. percentage basis of 50 per cent,
WEDNESDAY, April 21
the extra 5c will be divided as follows: 2c will go to ihe
6:45—Newman Club, Club Room
film company, lc for tax, and 2c for the exhibitor of the picNo. 1
ture.
6:45—Brandeis Club, Club Room
SCHEDULE OF PICTURES AT THE STUDENT PICTURE
No. 2
SHOW ON THE CAMPUS
Art exhibit in Y Club Rooms
April 15—BROADWAY
sponsored by Mineret Club
April 15-16—THE BIG CLOCK with Ray Milland, Maureen
THURSDAY, April 22
O'Sullivan.
4:15—Winthrop Glee Club, OutAnril 18—MARY TOT- wjfh Robert Lowery, j0an Barton.
April 17—SrTE COULDN'T TAKE IT.
door Theater
Anril 17—Ele-b-"i< Bo-- with Sabu (in technicolor).
6:45—Freshman
'Y"
Council,
April 19—THE STRANGE WOMAN with Hedy Lamarr, George
Club Room No. 2
Sanders.
April 19—DIAMOND JTM with Edward Arnold, Jean Arthur.
y:-'4^
isilx
April 20—TFE JOT SON STORY with Larry Parks, Evelyn
Kevs (in terhnicolor).
Kg
April 20—FOR YOU T DTE with Jane Weeks. Cathv Downs
Operated by
April 21-22—DEAR RUTH with Joan Caulfield, William HoldFrank Canfield
Vet.
en.
Other Pictures that w;!l be shown at. the STUDENT PICTed Melchers
TURE SHOW include: BODY T AND SOUL.
CAGED FURY,
THE BRIDE COFS WTLD. T~ E BTSTIOP'S WIFE THREE
DARING DAUGHTERS, A DOUBLE LIFE. FANTASIA (return), TH7 FABULOUS TEXAN. THE NAKED CITY. JASSY
SAINTED SISTERS, GONE WITH THE WIND, BAMBI and
others to be announced.
On Greenville Highway at Talk-b-Town
The following organizations have sponsored and advertised
and will sponsor and advertise nictures:
April 6—PRINCE OF THIEVES—a group from Corinth
Complete Auto Repairs
School.
April 13—THE SPOILERS—Calhoun Forensic Society.
M
April 14—NOCTURNE—John C. Calhoun Chapter of U.D.C.
M
April 15-16—THE BIG CLOCK—The Nawman Club.
April 20—THE JOT .SON STORY—The Strawberry Leaf.
■X®
April 21—DEAR RUTH—The Minarets.
April 22-23—IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE—Wesleyan Guild
of Methodist Church.
April 23-29—THE LOCKET—Veterans Organization.
April 30?May 1—BODY AND SOUL—The Band.
May I ;-4—THE BISHOP'S WIFE—Methodist Circle No. 2.
if
Much good can be accomnlished by many campus groups
working together. We urge that Clemson students and Clemson folk connected with the college support THE STUDENT
•; PICTURE SHOW ON THE CAMPUS.
Nite Phone 6222
THIS AD IS SPONSORED BY A NUMBER OF CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS AND THE CLEMSON COLLEGE YMCA.

at HOKE SLOAN'S
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:00 P.M.
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that after "Crisco" Getty's votRaintree County is said to be
j ing and party demonstration, one the probable successor of Gone
would think he is a big wheel in
j the senior class. Gettys' I didn't With the Wind: it should be, as
its author committed suicide a
know you were a sophomore.
few weeks ago at the ripe age of
-OSCAR SAYSthat Henry Black is represent- thirty-three. Suicide always gives
ing Company "M" as best-drill- a melodramatic touch to impress
ed junior. Could it possibly be
that no one else was stupid a literary work upon civilization.
enough to compete against the
The final manuscript added up
mighty Colonel of the Pershing
to more than 500,000 words,
Rifles?
enough to satisfy the most avid
-OSCAR SAYSthat last week Spanky was the reader. Ross attended with high
outside politician—now and al- honors the Sorbonne in Paris and
Indiana University. Later he
ways it's John Califf.
went to Harvard on a scholar-OSCAR SAYSship.
that evidently there was some
Raintree County was conceived
confusion as to whether the
senior class nominations were for in Paris and born in Indiana.
"booby king" or for class officers. Lockridge's home state. It is based
in his experience during sum-OSCAR SAYSTiers at his grandparent's homes.
' that "Duck-Butt" Smith should The tale, epic, or saga, whatever
explore new fields. The one in you want to call it, is in the
Columbia seems to be one of the form of a fifty-year flashback
past.
into the life of an idealistic small-OSCAR SAYStown boy. It drags the reader
that he wonders whether. Flab- everywhere. You follow Sherby Floyd still keeps his door lock- man through Georgia on his faed at night.
mous march to the sea and then
-OSCAR SAYSare whisked back to Indiana
that Siokos' Anderson gal should again.
come to the concerts and see the
All in all, Raintree County is a
dirt that goes on.
good illustration of the growing
OSCAR SAYS
up of an American youth during
that Mr. Lindsay should serve the eighteen-hundreds.
stoppers with the food after last
A TREASURY OF GRAND
week's episode.
>
OPERA, edited by Henry W.
-OSCAR SAYSSimon.
that -a person's broken pledge
Mr. Simon has compiled
a
doesn't say much for his honor.
beautiful book constructed to apOSCAR SAYS
peal to the people who have the
that somebody should donate a desire to cultivate a taste for
belt to Cecil McRae before his opera, but who have not had the
situation proves embarrassing.
opportunity to travel in the MetOSCAR SA"S
ropolitan set.
that he doesn't think W. R.
Among the seven operas in(Porky) Atkins and P. B. (Pimp) cluded, not one is in the least out
Newton made such good impres- of order, in fact each one is so
sions over at Winthrop last week- ■'ell-known that anyone who
; end.
doesn't have at least a general
;
-OSCAR SAYS"'ea of the theme by now would
that he was glad to see the not be interested anyhow.
dance come off in such a fine
Some sample titles are Aida,
style. Congratulations to all who Carmen, and Faust. To help the
helped make it that way.
'■eader visualize the magnificence
.
o<"-«PSAYS
of grand opera, the book has
been colorfully illustrated by
for the Mr. Hush series:
^afaello Busoni.
Will H and P
i t<Help.ya*i .ariy?
Don't be sad;
It's a mystery to many

Complete our jokes for a carton of smokes. Add the
tagline to this cartoon and mail it to post office box 128 not
ater than Monday night to be eligible. What's more, if you
win, you'll be notified in the next issue of THE TIGER.

The Veteran's
Corner

gentleman.
It is up to each voter to try, if
possible, to eliminate any misun- -T-.TTT! for c^rr'">ensation by
lerstanding that might arise be- those who felt the brunt of war,
tween opposing parties.
often raise questions puzzling to
KNOW THE FACTS. THIS IS the veteran. Answers to some of
OF SUPREME IMPORTANCE. the questions more frequently
have been obtained from
Then if a person doesn't vote, asked
7
A authorities, and are presented
he will have no cause for questioning the public that these of- in this column by The Tiger as a
(.Signed)
James A. Smith service to our veterans.
Q. I was told that my disability,
ficers endorse.
which I claim was due to service,
cannot be service-connected beDear Tom,
A challenge is a good thing for cause I had it before I entered
all of us once in a while. Here is service. Am I eligible for comone for the entire student body pensation?
A. If VA decides that your ailand faculty of our college. Improve our manners and become ment was incurred in or aggravated bv your service in the armbetter citizens.
Was it an example of good ed forces you will be entitled to
manners for our audience in An- receive compensation or pension,
derson College to talk through if it exists to a compensable dethe entire Glee Club concert? I'm gree.
Q. I am a veteran of World
sure you'll agree it was not. Was
War
I and would like to know if
it good manners for a cadet, not
on guard duty, to wear his cap "as there is any limit for filing for
well as smoke a cigarette and sii compensation for disability caused
on the desk while discussing class by my war service?
A, There is not time set for
schedules with a lady? Not by
my standards. Was it gentleman- filing claim for compensation
ly for a student to remove his tux under existing legislation, but decoat and sit in shirt sleeves and lay beyond the first year after
suspenders at a semi-formal con- discharge would preclude retrocert? What do you think of the active payments to date of dis-.
display of the students in the charge.
Q. I was practically compelled
theatre? Is that acting the part
to
sign a statement before my
of a genleman?
Remembering that we are said discharge that my disability existto be "Country Gentlemen," we ed prior to my enlistment. Will
might take note of this quotation this prevent my receiving comfrom the writing of en eigheenth pensation?
A. Any statement of this nature,
century author:
according to the Servicemen's Re"A gentleman is simple, unpre- adjustment Act( G. I. Bill), which
tending, natural. He is courteous,
you made at discharge is conunselfish, considerate, and has the
sidered null and void. Decision
personal dignity which comes
as to service connection of the
from self-respect and not from
disability will be made by Vet-:elf-consciousness. He treats every
erans Administration based on the
.voman as a lady, speaks well of
service medical record, evidence
Jthers, and recognizes hospitality
in
file at the time the decision is
as a mutual obligation."
rendered, and sound and acceptThere is your challenge, dem- ed medical principles, excluding
on! Pick it up!
the statement made at time of
Sincerely,
discharge.
Bob Thomas

John C. Pinckney, 1-16:5, takes first place this week with
the title, "That's a pretty low blow,!'
David Klinck, 1-Ki8, takes honorable mention wi'.h the
quip, "Everything'll come out OK."
.
:__
JUST RECEIVED SHIPMENT OF TWEED,
WINE, AND TAN CORDUROY COATS

BYER'S MEN'S SHOP
Anderson S. C.

ASK US FOR ARROW

"SUSSEX"

§&.

All Prices By Factoy Flat Rate

m

-OSCAR SAYS-

RAINTREE COUNTY, by Ross
Lockridge, Jr.

CLEMSON APPLIANCE SHOP
&
■■<-

Phone 4431

Box 592

CLEMSON, S. C.
SPECIAL ON SMALL RADIOS FOR MONTH OF
APRIL — REDUCED PRICES

•■&.
■:■

. . . AND YOU'LL GET the very smartest widespread collar shirt made.
The neck band is low, the Arrow collar, neat and
comfortable. Comes in whites, solids, and stripes—
all with the famous Mitoga cut-to-fit body. The
Sanforized label assures you of less than Ifo
shrinkage.
Come in and see us today for an Arrow Sussex,
The price—$3.50 and up. An Arrow knit tie SI.50.

■ ;■

'■ :7
<■■■;■

-

Come in and make your selection
Also Record Clearance, 50c Each.

FOR ARROW SHIRTS Md TIES
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This Week-End To Feature Full Program of Sports
TALKING IT OVER BEFORE THE NORTH CAROLINA GAME

"SCOOP" REYNOLDS
As spring's balmy breezes blow down from the Blue
Ridge, happenings on the Clemson campus lake on the new
look. Things are speeded up to a feverish, pace. Playing
schedules! contests eaeh week the Tiger goifterg, lennis squad,
baseballers, and eiudcnncu are IvSieptng Clemson sport followers on the run in their effort to remain in the know as
io what the Tigs are doing in the athletic world. From now
until the closing day of semester numerous amounts of athjetic activity will be featured on the entertainment calendar.
Since til
liall season got under way this spring, the
Bengal fans have had occasion to see in action the ball club
thai will probably cop the Southern Conference diamond
season. The University of North Carolina Tarheels have just about everything that a college ball club
sk for.
Their capable pitching, steady fielding, efficient catching, and excellent hitting just about giVes them the inside
, on the conference title Ibis season. This is the position
of the La.ndrum, Hazel era occupied. However, these are a number of contests that must be won before the 'Tarheels can claim I lie spoils.
Track Weaknesses Indicated
To dale the Clemson Tigers have had two dual track
meets at home. These events proved decisively that the
Tigers are long on runners hut mighty short on field winders. This weakness has been apparent to followers of the
ksters-; V
Wham, big Kurnia shot putter, threw the
lb pound steel ball as if ii were a softball. This'same character twirled the discus oui of sight and did the same with
the jayelin. Men like Wham don'l come along every day
bui those are the kind of learn members lhal make for outstanding field men.
Clemson missed the services of mighty. Cy Kivett
who is out with A torn muscle in his throwing arm. Had
the capable Cy been in the fray Saturday the score
would most probably been larger than the 87 that it was.
Here's hoping that Cy's ailing vying will soon mend so
that he can continue to toss the javelin for record distances.
Kivett is currently recognized as the top javelin man in the
state.
Howard Recuperating From Operation
Many folks vvoridered why' Head Coach Frank Howard
pave up duties as trtenlor of Clemson's '48 baseballers.
Howard turned over the co c ■ ig reigns after he was stricken with an attack of strep-iliroai and was forced to miss
practice for several days. Shortly after he recovered from
attack lie found il necessary to have his tonsils removed,
le football head is n< w recovering from his recent
lonsileclomy after spending several days at the Anderson

Hospital.
Golfers Keep Uu Record
For three years Coach Bob Jones par busters have
been extending their winning streak. Up until this
time 30 consecutive wins have been put in the permanent record books to the credit of Bengal golf outfits.
This is a record that Clemson men everywhere can be
justly proud. During this time the Tigs have met and
defeated some of the outstanding golfers in the South.
This, year's aggregation is paced by Stan Halliday, Billy*
Delk,' Don Mclntyre, Bobby Chapman, and Jack Koopman.
In addition to these outstanding linksters, there are
many other capable golfers here in school. One of these
ardent link masters is .lack Stacy, former star end on the'
versity football learn. Siacy puts in many of his very few
free minutes on the Boscobel course.
Large Crowds Of Spectators Seen At Games
There is in my estimation a definite need for* enlarged
seating facilities for our baseball games. As everyone that
abends Clemson's home games knows, there arc few seats
to be had by the time the umpire yells play ball. Perhaps
small charges could be made of all non-student fans to offset
in a small way the construction charges of several new.
bleachers that are needed to accommodate the increase in
numbers of spectators.
Athlete Of The Week
In the following issues of The Tiger I shall present the
athlete, chosen by the Sports Staff of this publication, as the
outstanding athlete of the week's sport activity. This week
Trailing the Tiger salutes one Carl "Spook" Pulkinen, sensational trackman and boxer of Charleston.
During Saturday's track encounter with (he Furman
Hurricane, the Tiger speedster raced to victory in the mile
run, the 880, and carried the stick on the first lap in the mile
relay.
Pulkinen traveled the mile in 4 minutes 46 seconds
as the Tigers swept the field in the event. In the 880
run the fleet-footed runner did the course in 2 minutes
5.8 seconds for his second first of the meet. In addition to these feats the Charleston tapebreaker did the
first lap of the mile relay in record time and came home
150 feet in front of the Furman runner.
For these above average lea Is, we select Carl Pulkinen
athlete of the week.
Odd's And Ends
Jock Sutherland, one of the greatest football coaches of
all-time, died Sunday afternoon after an operation for a
brain tumor. Sutherland coached great teams at the University of Pittsburgh where he became known internationally as one of the top pigskin mentors of pigskin history.
Leaving Piils in 1938, Sutherland remained out of football
for two years before assuming the coaching reigns of the
Brooklyn Dodgers of the National Football League,

Frank Gillespie, captain of the Tiger nine, and Coich Walter Cox talk things over with the important umpires and North Carolina players befor e the Clenison baseballers took the field of get
things under way in the recent contest that saw the Tarheels drub the Bengals with a 12-1 licking.
Vinnie DiLorenzio held the Tigers to 3 scattered hits while his teammates pounded Tiger hurling
for 15 safeties. This is the only meeting of the two clubs this season.

Lest We Forget Yesterday s Stars.. ..
When Randy Hinson issued the
call for baseball men in 1941, he
was greeted by a host of regulars
from his state championship
squad of the previous year. Gone,
however, were such notables as
Jesses Horton, Posey and Truluck. The absence of these stars
hurt the Tigers, but didn't keep
them from being a scrappy and
hustling bunch of boys who played in stiff competition.
The Hinsonmen tied Springfield in their opener which
brought out many mistakes that
would have to be corrected before they rounded into an A-l
ball club. Michigan State then
edged out the Bengals 5-4 and
Toronto turned the trick 2-1.
The fighting Clemson's broke
into the win column as they
smashed P. C. 14-10 on our home
diamond. Buchanan, a shining
star with the 1940 aggregation,
led the way with the stick in that
conest which saw three Blue Hose
hurlers pounded into submission.
The Georgia Bulldogs then came
to town and handed our boys a
12-7 shellacking.
Getting back into the win
brackets, state teams began to
fall as Erskine bit the dust 3-1.
Georgia, staging a last minute
rally, turned the tables on us

again 3-1 in a tilt at Athens.
Furman's Hornets handed us a
7-5 loss to gain revenge for our
previous win.
The victory hungfy Bengals
then went on a rampage, si.
ing Erskine 10-2, and smashing
the Wofford Terriers 10 fo 1.
Carolina fell by the wayside 3-1
and Wofford was smashed 24-8 in
this string of victories that saw
the Tigers level their big guns
at their foes and fire away. The
Clemsonites dropped an exhibition game to Ware Shoals, but
continued their winning habits
against Newberry.
Perhaps the sweetest victory of
the year came at Elberton, Ga.
when the Bengals thrashed the
University of Georgia, a team
that had twice before dealt them
defeats. We were edged out by
Carolina's Gamecocks 5-3 in the

contest that brought the curtain
down for the season.
Although the team didn't win
all of its games, the forces that
opposed our boys always knew
they were in a ball game, ana
more than once, the Tigers lost
by a very close margin.
Buchanan, Belk, Blalock, and
Parker were the leaders with the
hickory as they all sported fancy
batting averages. The Coakley
twins also continued to play their
championship brand of bail. Halliday again starred on the hill
and was ably assisted by Blalock
and Buchanan.
>,
The roster:
Mimms, 3 b; Irick, 3b; Berry,
ss; Buchanan, lb, p; Blalock, lb,
p; Parker, c; Coker, c; Belk, cf;
F. Coakley, cf; Bickley, rf; Good,
2b; G. Coakley, 2b; Halliday, P;
Dodson, p.

Carolina's Baseballers Here For Series
Bleachers Suggested
Wifc Coach Walter Cox's Diamond Stars
Additional Baseball
£j>orts will be the feature on the activity calendar at
We all fully realize that Clemson is not the richest school in
the United States, and that our
school has to fight for everything
it gets. But there has been one
feather in our cap this year, and
the time to say something about
it is far overdue.
Although Clemson has not had
a very successful baseball season
to date, the crowds at the games
this year have been fairly large.
By gametime, at practically every
contest, ;the people who have
come to see our scrappy boy;
play have overflowed from the
stands. At frequent intervals, thi
umpires have had to push bac"*
throngs of spectators as the>
crowd nea rthe field in attempt
to view the game from the sidelines.
Then too, on the other hand,
theer are many who don't attend these games because there
isn't sufficient sitting space.
This Writer wasn't here last
year, but he can well imagine the
situation at those contests in
which played a championship
Clemson club.
Of course, the
only means of meeting this situation is to construct bleachers
along the foul lines. The attendance would probably rise by
leaps and bounds and everyone
would have a better time.
We have a wonderful football
stadium, and a good Field House.
Let's get together and push construction of those seats on Riggs
Field so that we -can say we have
a good baseball diamond.
Another tip to the wise. Other
schools charge admission to their
ball games and still draw good
crowds. With the calibre of ball
that is played at Clemson, the
same thing could be done.

Mctthews Takes Lead
In Tiger Barfing Race
At the end of the1 fourth week
of baseball a quick look at the
batting averages shows that Centerfielder Ray Mathews is number one man on the parade with
a plump .380. The McKeesport,
Penn. lad in the past week of
play has been hitting the horsehide at such a pace such that
he,has moved up from the seventh
spot he occupied last week to the
pinnacle position.
The only other man in the .300
group is Jimmy Jones, first baseman. Last week he held the top
t'pot.
The top averages: '
PLAYER
AB H Pet.
Mathews
,... 21 8 .380
Jones
34 11 .324
Gillespie
35 10 .286
Culberson
35 9 .257
Deanhardt
32 8 .250
Moore
_ 27 6 .222
Fisher
18 4 .222

Netmen Beat Woff.
For First Victory
Clemson's tennis squad defeated the Wofford netmen in Spartanburg Friday afternoon, April
), by a 5-2 margin.
The Tiger doubles combinations swept their matches after
showing up well in single competition.
Summary:
Judy (W) defeated Walker (C;
5-7, 6-4, 6-1
McCullough (W) defeated Murray (C) 7-5, 6-4
Cook (C) defeated Wood (W)
3-2, 6-3
Wannamaker (C) defeated
Boyd (W) 6-2, 6-8, 6-1
Thornhill (C) defeated Kennedy (W) 4-6, 6-1, 6-2
Walker-Murray (C) defeated
Judy-McCullough (W) 2-6, 6-4.
6-1
Cook-Wannamaker (C)* defeated Wood-Cannon (W) 6-0, 6-1

'Bummy' Townsend
Outstanding Athlete
Clemson's basketball and tracl
aggregations this year have been
very fortunate in having the services of Julius Charles Townsend.
This versatile athlete, who is better known to his friends as
"Bummie" is 18 years old and
hails from Orlando, Florida. The
land of sunshine can't fully claim
him however, because he was
born at Charleston, South Carolina. He moved away from Geechieland at the ripe old age OA
three, but frequently pays visits
to his native city.
The Florida flash earned two
letters while playing basketball
for Orlando Senior High and was
captain of the sqaud that won
the regional tournament in 1947.
He cavorted on the hardwoods
from his guard slot and played a
valuable part in his team's success.
Gaining recognition in the hoop
sport wasn't enough for the towering Townsend. He burned up the
cinder paths in state high school
competition and soared to the 120
high hurdles championship in
1946. He again took this crown
the next year in the state tournament and was just edged out for
second place in the high jump
event.
The six foot, three inch Townsend played a lot of hard basketball for Coach Mc Fadden this
■past cage season and is expectec.
to help better the team's standing
come next fall. Playing from

//m£ &>/?/?/<? /fy//?er'/?et//&te#fcv%p/

Golfers Overpower
Carolina In 30th Win
Clemson's onsurging and powerful golf team won its 30th consecutive dual meet match last
Saturday afternoon by humbling
the University of South Carolina
14-4. The meet was staged at
the Boscobel Lake Course neat
Tigertown. This victory was the
third of the year for the Tigers
Wofford twice by large scores,
who earlier in the season lace
Clemson's Stanford Halliday
took individual scoring honors"
for the outing by turning in a
three over <par 75.
Bobby Chapman and Billy Delk
of Clemson split their doubles
match with Dial and Thorne ot
Carolina in the closest pairing
of the afternoon. In the other
doubles match, Halliday and Jack
Koopman of the Bengals rippea
through Bob Chapman and Huieti
of USC 2 1-2 to 1-2. Results of
the individual pairing showed
that Clemson swept every match.
Results:
Bobby Chapman (C) 2 1-2;
George Dial (USC) 1-2
Billy Delk (C) 2; Bob Thorne
(USC) 1
Stan Halliday (C) 2 1-2; Bob
Chapman (USC) 1-2
Jack-Koopman (C); Tom-Huiet
(USC) 0

Clem: h College for the weekend. All eyes will be centered
en thL Wofford track meet in addition to the Tiger-Gamecock fvacus on the diamond while the Clemson netters entertain Emory's tennis squad.

• „ obono-ian
u«. smootb-singinS * kdisk.

comparea'

»f*

B. J. KeynoUs Tobacco Co., Wlnston-Salcm, N. C

Tomorrow afternoon Carolina
brings it's baseballers here for
a two game series with Coach
Walter Cox's charges. Neither
outfit sport impressive records to
date however both mentors are
expecting tough going during the
series.
Carolina's tennis team will be
at Clemson tomorrow for a match
with Hoke Sloan's outfit. Earlier
weer stopped by the Gamecock
;
n the season the Bengal netmen
racket wielders 5-2.
Highlighting the week-end's
calendar will be a dual meet with
Vofford's cinder aggregation that
should pee some fancy running
by the Clemson team according to
.ocal track authorities'. The Terriers were beaten by Presbyterian
ast Saturday by a sizable score.
Coach Norman, Clemson track
head, will probably start about
he same lineup as was given the
go sign in the Furman contest.
However Norman expects his
veight men to come through
against Wofford more successfully
han against Furman.
Chuck Chauker has been shifted over to the javelin in addition
o his other duties.
Hoke Sloan's tennis team will
;e host to the Emory netmen
Saturday afternoon for a match.
Emory boasts a strong net squad
and will give the Bengals, accordng to authorities, a rough afterroon.
Carolina's Gamecocks will engage the Clemson baseballers in
the second game of the series that
will get under way. at 2:30 p. m.
c
or the last event of the weekend.
Jim Pinkterton will lead the
Gamecock baseballers from his
third base position. The sparkey
third sacker sports an attractive
swattin' average and will be a
constant threat to Tiger pitching.
Frank Gillespie, Jimmy Jones,
and Ken Culberson are expected
to do the stick work for the Bengals.
his usual guard position, he displayed form while starring in
many games.
When track Coach Rock Norman issued the call to all cidermen, Townsend was there ready
to add to his list of growing
honors. He is again taking part
in the hurdles and high jurnp
events and had added pole vaulting to his repetoire.
The Orlando youth has taken
first place in the hurdles in both
meets this year and came in
second in the pole vaulting competition against Furman.
Engineering is his major course,
but he plans to go into the citrus
business after graduating from
Clemson.

•c
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemsori A & M"

Intra-Mural Softball Activity Increases | Clemson Defeats Furma
Tiger Students Show
Bengals Lose Game
Interest In Program
To Bulldogs There
COMPANY M IN LEAD,
OTHER TEAMS ARE CLOSE

Sportfacts

Although freshman hurler Joe
Asb'ill set the Georgia Bulldogs
down with eight bingles, the same
number that Tiger sluggers collected. Clemson's baseball Bengals came out on the short end of
a 5 to 2 count at Athens, Georgia
Monday.
The most costlj" blow to the
Coxmen was a round tripper by
Bulldog centerfielder Jim Bagwell. The flychaser also scored
three markers in pacing his mates
to the victory.
Georgia hopped into the lead
in the first canto when two runs
crossed the platter in their half of
the inning. Another two run
splurge in the fourth pGt the contest on ice for the boys across
the Savannah.
This is the only game scheduled
between the two ball clubs for
the '48 season.

"With the arrival of spring and
warm weather, play in the Intramural Softball League has .swung
into high gear. Approximately
.100 men take part in the daily
contests which attract main
taters on Bowman Field.
Competition between various
1?. O. T. C. and veteran teams
is very keen as they go info the
games with one eye on the "World
Series" for the winners in each
group. Company
setting
a fast and furious pace in the
first cadet division with two victories against no defeats. "B"
and "E" companies, howev
breathing heavily on their necks
as they sport one win and no
losses each. "H,"' "L" and "A"
aggregation l}rlng up the rear.
In the second group, "C" Com- Hornet Golf Match
•pany is perched on top at the At G'vilie Postponed
n^.jment with two wins in as
fhany games. "G" ■ Company is
A match scheduled for TuesWed for second place along with day of this past week between
Band Company. Both squads have Furman's golfing forces and the
emerged victorious in their only Clemson linksmen has been
tests. Trailing the leaders in this postponed until Friday. This
league are the "F," "K," and "D" postponement was necessary
Company nines.
due to the fact that two Bengal
Group three has for its pace- stars, Bob Chapman and Stan
setter T-2, the Clemsonians and Halliday, had to take examinathe Non-Barracks Bull Bats. All tions on that date. The rampthree of these teams has won once aging Tigers, who will be seek■while losing none. Following up ing their 31st straight victory,
the ones perched on top are the will journey Friday morning
Mighty runner, Spook Pulkifollowing teams: the Savannah- to Greenville where they will
nen breaks the tape in the 880
.Clemson Club. 8th Barracks, meet the Hornets on the Counyard run during the meet last
Saturday with Furman UniverFaculty, T-l, Trimmers, 3rd Bar- try Club Course.
sity. Pulkinen took first honracks and Tenth Barracks. A
Bobby Chapman, Billy Delk,
ors in the mile run in addition
Military Department squad hadn't Stan Halliday, Jack Koopman
to taking top place in the 880
seen action at this writing.
and Manager Dick Pennell will
and running the first lap of the
Winners in the first and second be taken on the trip by Coacb
mile relay. Spook is a junior
divisions will play a two out of Bob Jones.
from Charleston, S. C, and, is
three setto and the victor will
an outstanding boxer in addimeet the best in the Veteran's
At the U. S. Navy Fleet Weath- tion to being a star track team
bracket. Awards will be present- er Central in Pearl Harbor, 300 member.
ed to the winners after play is weather reports are received from
completed*
ships and stations every six hours,
translated into a weather map,
The U. S. Navy now has a total coded and broadcast.
of 271 combatant ships in an
The U. S. Navy is equipping
active status. These include 13
carriers of various types, seven several of its newer landbased
Davidson's Cats reaped revenge
escort carriers, two battleships, patrol planes with a recently deseven heavy cruisers, 13 light veloped hydro-flap, a planing sur- upon the Clemson Tigers as Aucruisers, five anti-aircraft crui- face that can be swung beneath burn Lambeth singled to score
sers, 135 destroyers, 13'destroyer the fuselage in forced landings at Fred Hengeveld in the bottom
escorts and 76 submarines.
half of the tenth to win their
second straight Southern Conference diamond victory in as
many days. Nig Griffith, Bengal
hurler, was unable to pull a repeat performance on the Wildcats after having stopped them
cold on 3 hits earlier in the season.
' Clemson' started the scoring
parade in their half of the first
tallying twice on two singles and
a Davidson error. However the
Cats came back to tie the score
and forge ahead in the third
on four singles and a walk.
Mathew's single with the sacks
full in the seventh was good for
a run but the Davidson baseballers scored two for themselves to
remain in the lead.
A Cat error, a double by Frank
Gillespie, and a fly by Belton's
Luke Deanheardt deadlocked the
contest and sent it into extra
innings.
Summary:
Ab a 1! o A
Clemson
. 5 I 4 2 0
M'thews, cf ..
.. 3 I 0 .2 1
Ulmer, 2b __ .
.. 1 0 0- 0 0
xPIatt ....
_ 0 0 0 0 1
Fisher, 2b
.
. 5 I 2 4 3
C'berson, ss _
. 5 I 2 1 3
G'lespie, 3b 9
.. 5 l 1 2 0
D'hardt, If _.
_ 5 l 1 2 0
Hilton, rf
. 3 l 1 2 1
More, c .__ _
.. 4 0 0 12 0
Jones, lb .... .
.. 3 0 0 2 2
Griffith, p ....
Back of the name Western Hectric are 130,000 men and
Berry, p .... ..
. 0 0 0 0 0
women who help make your Bell Telephone service rhe
.. 1 0 0 0 0
Gaddis, p
uvrld's best ^-at the lowest possible cost.
39 6 10 28 11
Totals
Where are they? What do they do?
s
Ab R H 0 A
Davidson
They're in' factories in 18 cities, making vast amounts of
. 6 0 3 2 2
Pearson, ss .. 5 1 3 2 4
Bird, 3b ...
telephone equipment designed by their teammates at Bell
.. 5 3 4 1 1
L'beth, rf ....
Telephone Laboratories:
.. 5 1 2 1 1
S'pard, If ....
. 3 1 0 6 1
Poole, c
They're all over the map, buying all kinds of Bell System
_ 3 0 2 2 0
Burris, cf —
.. 2 0 0 1 2
Wade, 2b ....
supples from other manufacturers.
... 3 0 1 1 1
French, 2b _
.. 4 0 0 14 0
They're at 29 distributing houses, filling orders from
Mapes, lb —
.. 1 0 0 0 0
aRice
—
.—
Bell Telephone companies for apparatus and supplies.
_ 0 0 0 0 1
W'heart, p
.. 1 0 0 0 0
bRichards _
More than 31,000 of them are in mobile crews installing
10 0 0 3
Torrence, p
intricate central office switchboards and equipment:
10 0 0 0
cAnderson ._
2 110 2
Hengveld, p
In doing this huge job — one of the most complex in
Totals
42 7 16 30 18
industry—Western Electric people are contributing daily to
x—Hit for Ulmer, ninth inning.
the efficiency and economy of your Bell Telephone service:
a—Batted for Mapes, 10th.
b—Batted for Whiteheart, 3rd.
c—Batted for Torrence, 6th.
Clemso'n
200 000 220 0—6
Davidson
003 010 200 1—7
Errors—M apes, Gillespie 2,
French, Pearson. Runs batted in
—Shepard, Gillespie 2, Deanheardt 2, Burris 2, Poole, Moore,
A UNIT OF THE BELL
SYSTEM SINCE 1882
French 2, Lambeth. Two base

Davidson Stops Tigs
With Run In Tenth

Wheat's focsck
for

Western Electric

'Pulkinen Leads Tiger

PULK2NEN BREAKS ANOTHER TAPE

in
Focus
by TOMMY COTTEN
TRACKSTERS SHOW IMPROVEMENT

Where Did Track Gel
It's Origin As Sporl!
When and wherever sports fans
gather to discuss the merits of
players, they will always ramble
until they get to speaking of the
rough and tough players who
thought that helmets were to be
worn only when it rained or the
boxers with an iron jaw and the
right arm kick of a bull. Wandering back to the ancient sports we
find men of ability and talent
among the Greeks and the Spartans.
Possibly the most popular sport
with both of these peoples was
the skill of the flying feet. Survival of many a Spartan youth
depended solely on his ability to
enter a neighbor's pantry silently and exit rapidly. Later test of
skill were held by the fleet of
feet in honor of the dead and soon
this sprea/1 to cover many events.
In the races there was the one
soade dash, similar to the 100yard dash of today, and the 4, 6,
8, 10 . . . 24th spade run which
was for speed and endurance. The
break,, for speed was run with
regular tack clothes but for endurance they doned battle armor.
Jumping was also a well-known
contest in heroic days but it never
reached the popularity that did
the sprinters or the mighty running warriors. The Greeks in
order to obtain greater distance
tied weights to their bodies by
means of halters. The jumper
swung these forward until they
reached the level of the head;
then he brought them down,
bending forward until the hands
reached the knees, the jump then
taking place on the return swing.
The hurdlers of the disk and
javelin were national heroes anX
inspired many fine works of
sculpture. The disk was tossed in
the same manner or body twist
as it is today but a much greater
mass was used. There were
several styles of javelin throwing, one being the method used
by present performers and the
other leading type was that of tying a short thong about the handle
to form holes for the fingers.
The winners of these sports
received national fame and also
cash prizes, which consisted of
animals, cups, gold and well trained slave girls. Wonder why they
can't offer a- few such prizes today, maybe then I would make a
grand attempt to play instead of
participating from my seat in the
stands.
Today our modern form of
track is composed of these and
other events such as the high and
low hurdles, high jump, and the
pole cault. Today as always the
i athletes are trying hard to win
(tven though slavery has been
abolished) and it is the earnest
desire that thees fine sports will
continue.
hits—Lambeth, Bird, Culberson.
Stolen bases—Gillespie, Matthews,
Shepard, Moore, Burris. Sacrifices—Lambeth. Left on bases—
Davidson 13; Clemson 5. Bases on
balls—off Whiteheart 2, off Griffith 2, off Berry 1, off Gaddis 1.
Strikeouts—by Whiteheart 2, Torrence 2, Hengeveld 1, Griffith 2.
Hits—off Whiteheart 3 in 3 innings; Berry 3 in 1 2-3, Torrence 0
in 3; Gaddis 4 in 3 1-3; Hengeveld
7 in 4; Griffith 9 in 6. Hit by
pitcher, Poole (by Berry). Passed
balls—Moore.
Winning •pitcher
—Hengeveld; , losing pitcher—
Gaddis.
Umpire's—Suggs
and
Hawkins. Time 2:20.

Last Saturday afternoon on-Riggs Field Clemson's '-18
track team took to the field against Furman University and
emerged a decisive 87-11 winner. In this victory, their second in two tries this spring, Coach "Rock's" boys showed a
slight improvement over their first match in the eyes of this
writer.
In their initial meet week before last against P.C., we
noted an appreciable weakness in the track events and in
some of the field attractions. Last Saturday we noted that
the boys doing the roadwork were definitely improved.
However, there still exists a noted weakness in the shot, the
high jump and discus of the field attractions. In the pole
vault and broad jump, with the help of Jerry Brown and
"Snag" Williams, the Tigs continued to set the pace, but due
to the loss of Cy Kivett and injuries to Arncltc, they were
definitely weak in the javelin. It's not known for sure
whether Kivett will be able to gel his throwing arm back into
shape before the season ends but if the big Greenville boy
does, a lot of worries will be eliminated from the "Rock's"
mind. Arnette is suffering from a sore arm too, but he's
hoping to have it O. K. in a week or so. Until these boys get
back out, Chuck Chalkcr, the South Orange, N. J. lad who
flunked out, last week in the high jump due to "illness", will
whip the javelin when the Tigers entertain Wofford here
this week-end.
SAME OLD "SPOOK"
As we said above, we thought that there was an improvement in the track events as a whole. Perhaps the
biggest single reason for this improvement was due to the
fine running of "Spook" Pulkinen, the flying "geechie".
Carl was in fine form last Saturday as he ran through three
different events for the Bengals. He did the 880, the mile
and was leadoff man on the mile relay team. As usual he
won the two single events and was a big factor in the Tiger
mile relay win. His time on the 880 was a little higher than
the fine 2:03.7 he turned in against P. C. (which by the way,
is the best time turned in in the srate for this event thus far
this year and will probably be the best all year) but it was
still low enough to give him an impressive victory. He
ran the mile for the first time this season and bettered Bob
Rayle's mark of the P.C. meet by some five or six seconds.
(That's a pretty nice improvement). By racking up all
these wins, "Spook" was high, scorer for the Tigers for the
meet. He, by the way, has been tagged as 'Athlete of the
Week" by Len Reynolds, Sports Editor of The Tiger.
MACK CURETON, BROAD JUMPER
For the past two years Mack Cureton, a speedy dash
man hailing from Union, S. C, has been attempting to win
his letter by doing lire 220 yard dash and sometimes standing in on the 100 yard dash. Last week, Coach Norman decided to give Mack a chance on the broad jump. Cureton
responded by gaining a tie for second place with Furman's
"Leaping Paul" Strombaugh. His mark was just short of
the 20 feet, 5 inches done by Bobby Williams. Mack's possibilities in the broad jump gives the "Rock" new hop'e in this
department, and we wish the best of luck to Mack in his
new endeavor.
A FINE GOLF RECORD
Congratulations are by now far overdue for Coach Bob
Jones and his Tiger golfers who for the past several galf
.seasons have been amassing one of the most impressive
sports records ever run up by a Clemson athletic team. We're,
speaking of course of the brilliant 30 consecutive victories
string which Jones' men have piled up over a span of three
golf seasons. The string began way back in '42, the last
year the Tigers fielded a team before the war, and it is being
extended every time the Tigs meet a new foe. Thus far this
year the Bengals have participated in only three meets but in
each of these they have emerged the winner by large margins. Their most recent victory was a 14-4 pasting given
to Carolina last weekend at Boscobel.
CHAPMAN, HALLIDAY, DELK, KOOPMAN STAR
Though most of last year's squad of stars like Chip
Clark, Lee Pickens, and "Spot" Brown have graduated and
gone their respective ways there is still on hand a group of
boys who can most capably fill their shoes. A trio of young
rnen from Spartanburg have come up and have taken over
vacancies left by last year's men. These boys are Bobby
Chapman, Stan Halliday, and Jack Koopman. All of these
boys shoot consistently in the seventies and Chapman and
Holliday have fired pars in tournament competition thus
far this year.
The fourth man which Coach Jones has chosen to
shoot for him is a young freshman cadet named Billy Delk.
Billy hails from Greenville and brings with b.im to Clemson
a mighty fine golf record. Before entering school last September, Billy was busy participating in and taking honors
in tournaments held throughout the state and the Carolinas.
He is a great asset to the Tiger golfers.
TENNIS TEAM HITS VICTORY ROAD
.
Clemson's unlucky and unheralded tennis outfit finally
hit the win column last week with a victory over Wofford.
The netters from the 'Blue Ridge' took the Terriers 5-2 last
week in a match run-off in the Hub City. This win was the
first of the year for Coach Hoke Sloan's boys who have participated in matches throughout the state and in Florida.

n

Tarheels Roil To.
pers

WHAM IS STANDOUT FOR
Vincient DiLorenzo, Carolina
southpaw, held the Clemson Tigers
FURMAN'S PURPLE
to 3 blows while his teammates
HURRICANE
rapped out 10 from the offering
By calming Furman's Hurri
cane by an 87-44 score last Sat
unlay, Clemson's tracksters gain
on (heir second straight win o
the year in a meet held on Rigg
Field in Tigertown. In securinj
the victory, their first Confei
ence and second stale
Tigs piled up ten .
Furmans live.
Furman took nil bill 1 o of the
six field events but wer all but
shut out in the track events as
their only win in this department
was in the 220 low hur.dles.
The Bengal's got off to a slow
start in the meet by losing the
first two field attracions, the shot
put and the high jump, but came
back strong as the match progressed. They made it a clean
sweep in the mile, two mile and
pole vault.
Top individual scoring honors
for the afternoon went to Tom
Wham of Furman who piled up
13 tallies by coming out on top in
the shot put and the discuss and
placing second in the javelin. He
was followed up closely by his
teammate Paul Strombaugh who
had a total of 12 points.
Clemson's Carl "Spook" Pulkinen was the third man among
the top scorers with a total of
11 1-4. Pulkinengturned in wins
in the two races in which he.ran
and also was awarded a point and
a quarter for running on Clemson's winning mile relay team.
His two wins came in the 880 and
mile runs.
Julius Townsend, the Florida
track specialist, was runner up to
Pulkinen for individual Clemson
honors. \ Townsend scored in the
high jump, pole vault and both
hurdle events.
One mile run: Pulkinen (C),
Rushton (C) and Raylc (C). Time
4 min. 46 seconds.
440 run: Thompson (C), Coursey (C) and Sims (F). Time 52.4
sees.
100-yard dash: Facchin (C),
Epperson (F) and Edwards (C)
tied for second. Time 10.3 seconds
120 low hurdles: Townsend (C).
Faile (F), and Anderson (F).
Time 16.3.
880 run: Pulkinen '(C), Revis
(F) and Brisendine (C). Time 2min. 5.8 sees.
220 run: Thompson (C), Thomason (F) and Facchin (C). Time
23.1 sees.
2 mile run: Ross (C), Hard wick
(C) and Boyd (C). Time 10 min!
58 sees.
220 high hurdles: Faile (F),
Doffert (C), and Townsend (C)
and Anderson (F) tied for il.ird.
Time 25.9 sees.
Shot put: Wham (F), Holshouser (C) and Facchin (C). Distance
45 feet 7 3-4 inches.
High jump: Stombough (F),
Earle (C), and Townsend (C) and
Painter (F), tied for third. 5 ft.
9 in.

of rookie Joe Asbill to push over
nine runs during the Clemson
hurlers tour of duty on the
Veteran mounds] nan Ray Flemthe | sitching chores
mid-way the third frame and aland five hits
lowed thr
for the remainder t if the game.
DiLorenzo'.1' tricl cy delivery
eating out of
kepi the
re contest
his hands for the
hurler sent 12
and the Carol
Tigs back to the bench via the
strikeout route.
Xb R II O A
No. Caro.
5 2 2 1 0
Black, c
6 0 3 0 1
vlh, 3b
2
0
Jones, rf
1
0
Kelley
0
0
Bsingt . .
1
0
Gregory. 1
1
3
Ryan, ss
3 11 2
Tranvch, c
0 1 1
Cranfrd, 21
1 0 0 1
Hamiltn, 2
3 2 0 2
Dilrcnzo, \
Totals
Clemson
Mathews, cf
Ulmer. 2b
Culbrson, ss
Gillespie. 3b
Deanhardt, If
Hamilton, rf ...
Moore, c .... —
.
Jones, lb
Asbill, p
Fleming, p
z-Bosdel .

43 12 15 27 10

o

A
Ab R If
4 0 1 3 0
4 0 0 2 5
. 4 0 0 4 1
4 0 0 1 2
. 3 0 0 2 0
.... 4 0 1 2 0
O
o •0 0 1 1
.... 3 1 1 12 0
.... 0 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 0 2
. . 1 0 0 0 0

Totals
33 1 3 27 11
z—Got on error for Deanhardt
in ninth.
North Carolina
072 000 003—12
Clemson '
000 000 010— 1
Errors — Deanhardt, Ulmer,
Tranavitch, Ryan,' Culberson 2,
Jones, Hay worth. Runs batter in
—Black 2, F. Jones 2, Kelly, Ryan
2. Haywprth 3, Mathews Dilorenzo. Two base? hit—Hamilton.
Stolen bases—Mathews, Tranavitch. Left on bases—N. C. 8,
Clemson 6. Bases on balls—Asbill 2, Fleming 2, Dilorenzo 1.
Struck out—Asbill 1, Fleming 1,
Dilorenzo 12.. Hits—of Asbill 10
in 2 1-3 innings; Fleming 5 in
6 2-3 innings. Wild pitch—Dilorenzo. Passed ball—Tranavitch.
Losing pitcher—Asbill. Umpires
Heath and.Wood. Time 2:10. Attendance—3,000.
Pole vault: Brown (C), Townsend (C) and Earle (C). .11 ft. 9
in.
Javelin: Stombough (F), Wham
(F) and Arnette (C), 153 ft. 8 1-4
in.
Discus: Wham (F), Facchin (C)
and Jordan (C). 129 ft. 10 in.
Broad jump: Williams (C),
Stombough (F) and Cureton (C),
tied for second. 20 ft. 5 in.
Relay: won by Clemson (Pulkinen, Coursey, Bell and Thompson). , Time 3 min. 33.1 sees.
m
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Impressions Striking To Australian Bride
HAPPY TO BE TOGETHER

Met Hubhy
A t Party 4
Years Ago

Baptists(Continued from Page 1)

Mrs. Anderson Thrilled To Be
Here In America; Tells
Of Her Travels

I

HUSBAND ON FACULTY
Since her arrival in America
last June, Mrs. Peter M. Anderson, Clemson's only bride from
"Down-Under," has received some
very striking impression concerning our national characteristics.
Nurtured by Hollywood thrillers, this comely Aussie lass pictured America as the haven of the
underworld whose sinister gangsters preyed ruthlessly on y^e
helpless populace, where, in San
Francisco, on dark nights the
foggy waterfront and narrow alleys saw perpetual crime and violence, and the night shuddered to
the tuneless song of the "Chicago
Piano." Then, there was AlcaIraz, behind whose grim and forbidding walls, desperate convicts
brooded escape. She was delighted to discover that after all Americans weren't all felons.
"You really can't imagine what
the place is like until you've lived
here," she explained. "But, of
course, Sydney still has the most
beautiful harbor in the world!
And it has the most ideal climate,
better even than Florida because
it's more temperate and dry.
There's so much great natural
beauty—beaches on every hand
and the Blue Mountains are only
sixlv-six miles away.
AUSTRALIAN CHRISTMAS
"I met Captain Anderson at a
Christmas Eve party in 1944. Of
course, we both had to be with
other people, but it was some
Christmas present!"
Although the season comes in
the middle of the summer v/hen
the order of the day is bathing
suits, it is interesting to know
that Australians, like Englishspeaking people all over the
world, still have all the trimmings
—trees with their fanciful decorations, and fruitcake, and wine,
and -plum pudding.
"You know, I met my f^rst
American as early as 1943. We
were all terrified at the threat of
a Japanese invasion because all
our armed forces were helping
Britain. MacArthur couldn't arrive too quickly to please us. We
all think you're very good company and lots of fun.
• "After we were married, Peter
and I lived in King's Cross, a sort
of 'little Bohemia' in the suburbs
of Svdney. Oh. it's very cosmopolitan like Greenwich Village,
and you get a concentrated cose
of almost everything there. Tl ere
are sixty thousand people living
in a quarter of a mile, I guess,
and they wear just anything.
During the war, it became a regu-
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lar American stronghold where stead of 'al-u-mi-num' too.
the GI's on leave came to let their
SOUTHERN DRAWL
hair down."
"But aren't you touchy "over
Captain Anderson described 'you all';" she exclaimed. "You're
this fascinating place in reverent about the tenth person to tell me
tones as the "Paris of the Pacific," that you use it only in the singuand to the home-hungry GI's, it lar, and therefore, it's grammatically correct. I really like your
was .iust that.
AUSTRALIAN HORSE-RACING Southern accent though, but I
Playing the ponies is undoubt- can't stand the way the Yankees
edly the biggest business of the whine. (She undoubtedly meant
country, and before the war, there "Dam'yankees," so I forgave her
used to be at least one race every for a slip of the tongue.) Southday in Sydney. The Melbourne erners are a lot like Australians—
Cup event is of worldwide interest all very lazy!
"We are great sportsmen, you
to all track fans, and it is my personal opinion that everybody and know. Our football is Rugby,
his neighbor is a bookie. As fur- and the men wear only "T" shirts
ther proof of their gambling and shorts; no helmets, no shouldgenius, Australians invented the er pads, no guards at all of that
absorbing game, "Two Up," which sort. It's a lot rougher than
has since spreadt hroughout the American football, and the 'playworld.
ers get all broken up, but they
Despite her heritage, however, Hon't seem to mind. I do enToni was still perplexed when .ioy your football though. Only
>'he first, saw a group of Ameri- women play basketball in Auscans down on their hands and tralia, but. it's not near as fast
knees in a corner throwing a pair as your men's basketball, which
of dice against the wall with the I like much better. Women also
loud cry of "roll dem bones, Baby play vigero, a game somewhat
like your soflball. Then, theres
needs a new pair of shoes!"
"Sydney arid Melbourne are a Don Bradman, our great cricket
lot like San Francisco and Los champion.'
Toni, herself, who used to be a
Angeles as far as rivalry goes.
That's why they built our capital j photographer's model, swims,
at Canbeira- between the two ; dances, and plays golf and tennis.
She loves dogs and has an Amercities.
"After San Francisco and Los ican Cocker Spaniel, which, I
Angeles, when I got out at Sene- gather, is every bit as dear as
ca, frankly, I thought it was the the one she left behind in Auslast place on earth, The country tralia.
around here is beautiful, and I ANDERSON FROM NINETY-SIX
thoroughly en.ioy living at Clem- j Captain Anderson, a native of
son, but of all your cities I've Ninety-Six. South Carolina, gradseen so far, I like New Orleans uated in economics in 1935. He
much the best.
entered the army In 1942 and
"But, ' of course, you haven't served in the infantry in New
been to Charleston, yet, to see Guinea and Australia. He had
our beautiful gardens!" I hasten- the unique (but, I suppose, uned to assure her.
welcome) distinction of being the
"Oh, it that why you say 'whoo- last American officer to leave
se' and 'aboot'!" she flashed back. Australia for home. They were
"We say 'al-u-min-i-um' in- married in Sydney in August,

out-of-town speakers are the
Reverend Harold Cole, pastor of
the Clemson Baptist Church; Jim
Spangenburg, Student Minister;
J. Gilbert Hardee, State BSU Secretary 1947-48; Miss Ollie Wilson,
young people's worker, Women's
Missionary Union of South Caro>lina; Miss Doris Davis, Student
Secretary, Winthrop College; Miss
Cassie Crowe, Student Secretary,
City of Columbia, South Carolina;
and Miss Mary Frances Davis,
Student Secretary, Furman University.
PROGRAM,FOR RETREAT
The program for the Retreat,
the theme of which will be "Chris1945, and he began his tour of
duty as assistant PMS&T at Clemson last September, shortly after
returning to the United States.
Mrs. Anderson came over on
the "Marine Phoenix," via New
Zealand and the Fiji Islands, to
San Francisco. Her husband,
who had been called to' Manilla
shortly before her departure, bettered her twenty-two day voyage by flying to the States, and
met her at the pier when she
landed.
. Seeing mules and Negroes for
the first time was quite an experience for Mrs. Anderson, for
they have neither in Australia.
The Australian blackfellows are
aborigines of a distinct type who
have very low mentality and
physique, with the coarse, straight,
black hair of the Mongolian Race
and the dark skin and protruding
lips of the Negro. Nowadays, like
American Indians, they exist
mostly at missions, but they are
sometimes employed as boundry
riders on sheep stations (ranches).
The race is steadily decreasing in
number before the advance of
civilization.
WILDLIFE "DOWN UNDER"
Besides the common animals,
rabbits, fox. geese, and ducks, the
country also boasts such outlandish species as dingoes (wild dogs)
and duckbill platypuses atsd the
marsupials, wallaby, kangaroo,
wombats, and koala bear, which
well illustrate why it is often
called "the unique continent."
Gums and eucalyptus predominate in the native forests.
"The most distinctive characteristic of you Americans,"-' Toni
says, "is the way you «at; It's
always a wonder to me-why ."you
aren't all fat! We eat a lot of
lamb and beef ,but not much,
pork. I really do enjoy^iyour
Southern fried chicken and hot
biscuits, though. We - eat rice
Yankee (That slip of the tongue
really made me wince the second
time)—style over there—more* as
a dessert with cream and | spgar.
I am quite convinced that Ir-'like
it better with gravy now!
"Oh, we'll 'probably end up in
Sydney,, yet. when Peter gets, out
of the army!" she exclaimed.
And the way she said it; I am
convinced they will!

tianity at Work on the Campus,"
is given as follows:
FRIDAY NIGHT
(Baptist Church
5:30—Picnic Supper
7:00—Worship, "How Can You
Know God," Rev. M. C. Allen
7:30—President's Message, Gilbert Hardee
7:45—What B. S. U. Means to
Me, Hinton Porter, Joy Campbell, Albert Meiburg
8:15—Hymn
8:20—History and Growth of the
B. S. U., Miss Frances Barbour
8:40—Student needs As I see
Them, Mary Frances Davis, Jim
Spangenberg
9:00—North American Conference On Student Volunteers,
Miss Anne Flannagen, Presbyterian Delegate from Winthrop
9:15—Hymn
9:20—The B. S. U. and The
Church, Rev. Harold Cole
9:45—Adjourn
SATURDAY MORNING
(Baptist Church
7:45—Group Breakfast for Present State Council
9:00—Hymn and Prayer

Meiberg To Speak At
Coming Y Services
On April 18, Prof. Albert L.
Meiberg will speak for the vesper
program and installation of new
officers, advisory board members,
and cabinet members will be held
at the evening vespers at 6:20 p.
m.
On April '25, there will be only
one vesper program, at 2:20 p.
m., because of the concert by the
Southern Symphony Orchestra assisted by the Clemson College
Glee Club which will be held in
the Outdoor Theater at 6:30 p. m.
The All-Girl Choir of Walhalla, S. C, will present a musical program at the 2:20 Vesper
program.
Data collected for the Secretary of Defense reveals that 87.4
per cent of Army officers holding
rank of major or above who were
discharged since 1940, are receiving disability pensions, whereas
only 63.4 per cent of Naval officers of a comparable rank retired during the same 'period, are
claiming disability.
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MY IDEA OF A REALLY
ENJOYABLE SMOKE.
THEY'RE O. K."

Soda Fountain
MILK SHAKES
ICE (REAM SODAS
CHERIOS

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
9:05—A Council Member's GreatRECREATION
est Need, Mary Leila Carwile
9:15—The Sunday School MeetSATURDAY EVENING
ing Student Needs, J. L. Corzine
(Amphitheatre)
9:50—Circling Our Calendars, 7:00—Worship, "His Ultimate
Miss Frances Barbour
Question" by Rev. M. C. Allen
10:15 — Specialized Conferences
7:20—Further Training of OfLed' By State Officers: Presificers On The Campus, Doris
dents, Gilbert Hardee; EnlistDavis
ment Vice-Presidents, Dot Bobo; Social Vice-Presidents, Jake 7:35—Summer Service Forum,
McAlhaney; Devotional ViceJohn Lane, J. L. Corzine, Ollie
Presidents, Ray Bell; Recording
Wilson, Frances Barbour, Bob
Secretary, Anna Jean Altman;
Ayers
Publicity Director, Paul Bridges;
Magazine Representatives, Dan 8:00—Hymn
Cobb; Treasurers, Johnny Sim- 8:05—The B. S. U. In Professionmons; Music Directors, Jane
al Schools, Frances Barbour
Anderson; Sunday School Rep8:25—Personal
Witnessing, John
resentatives, Margaret Rogers;
Dent, Claudia Wilbufn
Training Union Representatives, Bill Lancaster; Y. W. A. 8:45—Missions Made Practical,
Representatives, Mary Leila
Louis Lewis, Bill Lancaster,
Carwile. Adult Advisors: Bob
Fred Norris
Ayers, Frances Barbour, Jim
Spangenberg, Doris Davis, Mary
SUNDAY MORNING
Frances Davis, Cassie Crowe, J.
(Baptist Church)
L. Corzine, John . Lane, Ollie
8:00—Breakfast for New Stale
Wilson.
Officers
11:15—Students Building Better
9:45—Sunday School (visiting
Training Unions, John Lane
students will go to various
11:45—Election of State Officers,
Clemson classes)
1948-49
12:00—Worship. "Your Ultimate 11:00—Worship Hour, Sermon,
"Chosen Life" Rev. Harold Cole
Problem," Rev. M. C. Allen

CHESTERFIELD

REFRESH YOURSELF AT OUR

POP

READY PACK PINTS OF ICE (REAM
TOASTED SANDWICHES

b. C. martin Drug Company
P. S. McCollum, Owner
"The Official College Book and Suppy Store"
Copjmght 194#(
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